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Chapter 1 contains a brief description of the anatomy 
of the eye followed by a review of the methods used previously 
to mo a since ocular blood flow.
The theory of thé 3nert gas clearance method for 
measuring blood flow in homogeneously perfused tissues is 
discussed, in Chapter 2.
A series of experiments designed to measure control 
Vcilues of choroidal blood flow in rabbits using kr5rpton“*85 is 
described in Chapter
The clearance of krypton from rabbit ocular tissue is 
complex® An explanation of the complex nature of the clearance 
curve was obtained by studying the diffusion of krypton in ocular 
tissue. Initially a diffusion model whose structure was based on 
the anatomy of the rabbit eye was developed (Chapter 4)»
Predicted clearance curves, obtained from this model, indicated 
that the half life of the initial exponential decline of the 
clearance curve was a measure of choroidal blood flow and that 
the subsequent decline in radioactivity was dependent on the 
diffusion of krypton in ocular tissue. A model based on the 
anatomy of the baboon eye was also developed®
In Chapter 6 the results of measurements of the 
linear absorption coefficient, solubilities and diffusion 
coefficients of krypton in the different ocular tissues are 
presented. These are necessary for the numerical e‘va3.uation of 
the model®
In Chapter 7 the method has been applied to examine 
the effect of increased arterial carbon dioxide tension on the
Xchoroidal blood flow in rabbits and baboons® The response of the 
choroidal blood flow in rabbits was variable® In the baboon there 
was a 5.5^ increase in choroidal blood flow per inmHg rise in 
PaCOz.
Chapter 8 is a general discussion of the work 
presented in this thesis and its value*
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xictuüer 1
Introduction and Review of Literature
1.1 Introduction
The eye is approximately spherical. It houses an 
optical apparatus which produces an inverted reduced image of 
the outside world on a layer of nerve cells, (figure l,l). The 
optical apparatus consists of two refracting elements; (a) the 
cornea, and (h) the lens, A variable aperature is provided by 
a contractile membranous partition called the iris. Posteriorly 
the eyewall consists of three distinct tissue structures surround­
ing the gel-like vitreous (figure 1,2).
The outermost structure, the sclera, consists of 
relatively avascular fibrous tissue forming the 'white of the 
eye'. This fibrous structure protects the more delicate inner 
structures and when distended by the intraocular pressure gives 
the eyeball its shape.
The imiermost structure, the retina, developed 
embrylogically from brain tissue, consists of layers of different 
cellular types. The outermost layer contains the photoreceptor 
cells (the rods and cones). Within tnis layer light is converted 
into a neural signal.
Separating the metabollically acurve retina from the 
avascular fibrous sclera is the third structure, the choroid.
This consists almost entirely of blood vessels of various sizes 
which give rise to a bed of large capillaries, the ohoriocarillari; 
which is separated from the cells of the retinal pigment epitheliu: 
by Bruch's rnembrar.e.
sclera
choroid
retina
lens
cornea
fovea
vitreous
iris
optic nerve
central
retinal
vessels
1^ Figure 1#1 Schemaitic diagram of a section through a human eye.
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4 Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram of a section through a human 
eyewall.
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The retina in the primate is sustained hy t\ro 
distinct circulations. The inner layers of the retina are 
sustained by the retinal circulation. The retinal vessels 
which radiate from the optic disc penetrate at most the 
imiermost third of the retina» They are supplied by the 
central retinal artery which enters the eye through the 
optic nerve (figure 1.1, 1,2), The outermost layers of 
the retina are sustained by the choriocaoillaris. Thus 
two thirds of the primate retina are sustained by vessels 
which do not penetrate the retina,
Since the introduction of the ophthalmoscope 
by Helmholtz in 1851, it has been possible to examine visually 
the retinal vessels. The advent of fluorescein angiography 
(Novotny, and Alvis, 1961) allowed the retinal circulation 
to be closely studied in normal and diseased states such as 
glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy.
Ophthalmoscopy and fluorescein angiography have 
shown the importance of the ocular circulation in the 
maintenance of a functional eye. They have also allowed the 
effects of altering various physiological parameters such as 
intraocular pressure? carbon dioxide and oxygen levels in 
arterial blood, to be studied. However, these techniques give 
no information about the choroidal circulation since this is 
normally screened from visual examination by the retinal pigment 
epithelium. This thesis describes a practical and reliable 
method for measuring and studying the functional characteristics 
of choroidal blood flow.
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1.5
In the last few decades several methods have been 
developed for measuring blood flow in various organs and tissues. 
Many of these methods have been applied to the measurement of 
ocular blood flow. This thesis describes the application of 
the inert gas clearance method to the measurement of choroidal 
blood flow in exoerimental animals.
1.2. Methods of Investigating Ocular Circulation
The techniques employed in investigating ocular 
circulation may be divided into two groups:
(a) Methods specific to the eye,
(b) Methods developed from techniques used in other regions 
of the body.
Methods specific to the eye
Most of the techniques for investigating the ocular 
circulation in this category depend on the fact that the retinal 
vessels, unlike the vessels of other organs of the body, are 
clearly visible to the investigator. This has allowed the 
diameters of retinal vessels to be measured under a variety of 
clinical and experimental conditions, for example, the effects 
of the following have been investigated;
(a) arterial carbon dioxide and oxygen tensions, (Green, 1961; 
Frays er, and Hickam, 1964; 1965; frayser, Saltamann, /mdex’soii, 
Hickam, and Siel^er, 1967)
(b) ocular h,yourtension. (bobree, 1996; Dollory, Kcnkind,
Kolmer, and Paterson, 1968).
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The introduction of fluorescein dye to enhance the 
appearance of the retinal vessels has allowed the retinal 
circulation to he studied in normal and diseased states 
(Dollery? Hodge, and Engel, 1962; Dollery, Henkind, Paterson? 
Ramalho and Hill, I966; Kohner, 1969; Oosterhuis, and Gortzak- 
Moorstein, 19?0). Recently developments have been made in 
fluorescein angiography which have allowed further quantitative 
measurements of retinal blood flow and dye transit times to be 
made. These developments include:
(a) the use of cine-photography (Plooks, Miller and Chao, 1959; 
bollery, HenJcind, Kohner, and Paterson, 1968).
(b) the use of densitometric techniques.
Various workers have obtained relative values of 
retinal blood flow from dye-dilution curves of fluorescing human 
retinal vessels (Trolcel, 1964b; Hickam, and Prayser, I965? 
Oosterhuis, Baklcer, and Van Berge, IpfO; V/inkelraan, Zappia, and 
Gay, 1971)' Tsacopoulos and David (1975) have obtained dye- 
dilution curves from primate eyes and from these were able 
to derive relative values for retinal blood flow. Ben-oira and 
Riva (1975) obtained dye-dilution curves from individual retinal 
vessels on the human fundus. Trokel (1964a; 1965a; 1965b) 
derived a value of I68O ml/lOO gm/min. for the choroidal blood 
flow in albino rabbits from dye-dilution curves obtained by the 
passage of Kvan's blue dye through the choroidal vessels.
Other investigators have used infrared absorption 
angiography with indocyanine green dye to give better visualisation 
of the choroidal vessels (Kogure, David, Yamanouchi, and 
Choromoh.os, 1970; Flower, 1972; Flower and dochheimer, 1975)°
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One other technique belonging to this category is the 
scloral window tec]minne of Vhidka and Leopold (1956). In this 
technique the larger vessels of the choroid are visualised by 
observation through transparent dehydrated sclera, These workers 
used this technique to investigate the effect of various auto­
nomic dx'ugs on the calibre of the choroidal vessels.
1,5 Methods Derived from General Blood Flow Techniques
The more general methods of measuring ocular blood
flow are based on:
(1) Direct Measurement
(2) Fractionation of the cardiac output 
(5) Doppler methods
(4) Thermal methods
(5) Ocular plethysmography
(6) Inert gas clearance
(7) POg measurement
1.5.1 Direct Measurement
In 1912 Hill and Flack investigated the effect of 
increased intraocular pressure on blood flow from an excised 
vortex vein in experimental animals. Meesman (195O), Fischer 
(1950); Sondermaim (l952),and Dinner (1952) by collecting the 
blood from an opened vortex vein obtained values for ocular 
blood flow in rabbits.
Bill (1962a) showed that above an intraocular pressure 
of 10-15 mmHg quantitative determinations of uveal blood flow in
1.6
rabbits could be obtained by measuring the flow through a single 
vortex vein and multiplying the result by the number of vortex 
veins. Similarly he showed that for cats cannulation of the 
superior anterior ciliary vein could give an estimate of blood 
flow through the uvea (bill, 1962b),
Cohan and Cohan (1965a, 1965b) cannula bed a ciliary 
vein in dogs to estimate ocular blood flow. However, they reported 
that the technique raised both the pressure in the ciliary vein 
and the intraocular pressure. Elgin (1964) also with dogs 
camiulated an anterior superior ciliary vein and after ligation 
of the vortex veins obtained an estimate for total uveal blood 
flow.
Nakamura and. Goulstine (l975) "used a bubble flow­
meter to measure changes in vortex vein flow in rabbits as the 
intraocular pressure was increased.
Table 1.1 summarises the quantitative results obtained 
by direct measurement of ocular venous blood flow.
1.5.2 Fractionation of the Cardiac Output
In 1956 Sapirstein pointed out that any marker which 
diffuses freely into tissue would, following intravenous 
administration, be distributed initially to the various organs 
in proportion to their blood supply. Essentially, each tissue 
may be regarded as a filter. For a certain time the venous 
arainage of the marker will be negligible. During this time 
the fractional distribution of the marker among the organs will 
correspond to the fractional distribution of the cardiac outnut.
Table 1.1 Ocular blood flow values obtained by direct 
measurement
AUTHOR ANIMAL BLOOD FLOW 
Whole Eye
(ml/min.)
Anterior
Ciliary
Vein
Fischer (1930) Babbit 1.3 -
Meesman (1930) Rabbit 1.9 -
Sondermann (1932) Babbit 1.1 -
Linner (1952) Rabbit 1.8 -
Cohan and Cohan (1953a) Dog - 0.87
Cohan and Cohan (1963b) Dog - 0.84
Elgin (1964) Dog - 0.78
Nakamura and Goulstine (1973) Rabbit 1.8
■
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Sapirstein (1956, 1958) used radioactive potassium 
to determine the blood flow to various organs in rats (exclud­
ing the eye). His results for most organs were in good agree­
ment with those obtained by other workers. However, a notable 
exception was the brain. He surmised that this was due to the 
fact that the brain is highly perfused and hence the assumption 
that early venous drainage of the marker could be ignored was 
no longer valid.
Levene (1957) used radioactive potassium to deter­
mine total ocular blood flow in albino rabbits. However, he 
observed a considerable scatter in his results and concluded 
that this method was also subject to the difficulty encount­
ered by Sapirstein in the cerebral circulation.
Flohr (1968) and Plohr and Ka.ufraann (1971) attempted 
to overcome the problem of venous drainage by injecting iodine 
(I-I5I) labelled macro-aggregated albumin which they assumed 
would be distributed according to the distribution of the cardiac 
output and would become lodged in the capillaries long enough to 
allow enucleation of the eye and hence allow accurate determination 
of the fraction of radioactivity initially trapped in the eye.
Recently several groups of workers have used carbon­
ised radioactive microspheres instead of macro-aggregated albumin 
in a variety of studies (O'Day, Fish, Aronson, Pollycove, and 
Coon, 1971; Aim, and Bill, 1972b; 1975; Aim, Bill, and Young, 1975; 
Weiter, Schacuar. and Finest, 1975a, 1975b; Schachar, Welter, and 
Ernest, 1975; Aronson, Howes, Fish, Pollycove, and O'Day, 1974)« 
Table 1.2 summarises the values of the ocular blood 
flow obtained by the above investi gators using the principle of ■ 
the fraction:'tion of the cardiac cutout.
Table 1.2 Ocular blood flow values obtained by fractionation 
of the cardiac outcut
AUTHOR ANIMAL BLOOD FLOW (ml/min)
Whole Eye Choroid Retina
Levene (1957) Rabbit 1.7 - -
Flohr and Kaufmann 
(1971)
Cat 1,1 - -
O'Day et al (1971) Rabbit
Monkey -
0.84
1.36
0.025
0.049
Aim and Bill (1972) Cat - 0.734* 0.015'
Aim and Bill (1973) Monkey - 0.607' 0.025'
Aim, Bill and Young 
(1973)
Monkey - 0.677' 0.034"
Weiter,Schacher and 
Ernest (1973)
Cat - 2.04 -
Aronson et al Rabbi t 1.3
1.8
1.5*5" Donplcr Techniques
The majority of methods using the Doppler principle 
to measure blood flow utilize the transmission properties of 
ultrasound in tissue. The Doppler techniques are based upon 
the fact that when a beam of ultrasound is reflected from moving 
blood cells it will have its frequency changed; the change in 
frequency being proportional to the velocity of the moving 
blood cells,
Suzuki and Satomura (l959) first described an 
ultrasonic Doppler flow detector for the measurement of ocular 
blood flow. Various workers (Goldberg, and Sarin, I967; Maroon, 
Pieroni, and Campbell, 1969; and Coleman, 1971) have studied 
changes in ultrasonic frequency using transducers placed on the 
eyelid. Sohle.gel and Lawrence (1969) employed an ultrasonic 
Doppler flowmeter to measure changes in blood flow in an exposed 
vortex vein in rabbits as the intraocular pressure was increased.
In a similar investigation Tokoro (1972) emoloyed a rainature 
Doppler transducer to measure blood velocity in the ciliary body 
of rabbits.
Riva, Ross and Denedek (1972) used a laser beam and. 
from the Doppler principle determined the velocity sDectrum in a 
retinal artery of a rabbit.
The Doppler techniques, wkilst allowing continuous 
measurement, do not readily provide absolute measurements of blood 
velocity or blood flow.
1.5,4 . Tuermal Methods
Two basic techniques involving thermocouples have 
been used for moosuring ocular blood flow, In the method due 
to Gibbs (19; j). two junctions of' o, thormocounl o are placed cm the
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sclera. One j-unction is heated electrically. This results 
in a temperature difference between the two junctions» The 
temperature of the heated junction is influenced by the rate 
at which heat is carried away from it. This rate depends 
largely on the blood flow in the underlying tissue.
This method has been used to study uveal and ciliary 
blood flow in rabbits (Bill, IQ6O; 1962c; 1962d; 196$; lîiesel. 
1962; and. liodenhauser, 1965)1 uveal blood flow in cats (Seidel, 
Rodenhauser, Hagihara, and Eensel, I96O; Rodenhauser, I965) and 
in man (Rodonhauser, I96O; I969)*
A second thermocouple method was developed by Cole 
and Rumble (%970a) for measuring relative changes in blood flow 
tlnrough the rabbit iris. In this approach the circulating blood 
is considered to be the heat source. The temperature immediately 
in front of the iris adjusts such that the heat gained from the 
iris vessels is equal to the heat lost to the environment. 
Knowledge of this last factor allows changes in temperature 
immediately in front of the iris to be correlated with changes in 
iris blood flow. Using this technique Cole and Bumble investig­
ated the effects of catecholamines on the iris circulation (Cole, 
and Rumble, 19?0a) and also determined the changes in iris blood 
flow arising from stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerve 
(Cole, and Rumble, 1970b).
The techniques described above, involving thermo­
couples, enable continuous measurements of flow to be made. 
However, only relative measurements are obtained.
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1.5.5' 0cular Jr* 1 ethys:r.o"raphy
Originally plethysmography v?as used to give an index 
of blood flow, usually in an extremity, by measuring the change 
in volume occurring in the extremity following occlusion of 
the venous return.
The techniques of ocular plethysmography provide 
relative values of ocular blood flow by measuring the changes in 
a particular parameter arising from the arterial pulsation of 
the ocular circulation. Several different parameters have been 
used. Bishop and Nyboer (I962) in dogs and nan, and Taylor■and 
Allison (1964) in man have related changes in the electrical 
impedance during arterial pulsation to mean blood flow.
Lawrence and bchlegel (1966) in rabbits, and Bynke (I968) in 
rabbits and man have correlated the magnitude and frequency of 
fluctuations in intraocular pressure with the arterial pulse., 
rate by placing a pressure transducer on the eyelid.
The most commonly employed form of ocular 
plethysmography is photoelectric plethysmography. This is an 
extension of the technique developed by Broadfoot, Gloster, 
and Greaves (1961) on fundus reflectometry. In this technique 
retinal blood flow is determined from the variations in the 
intensity of light from a constant external source reflected 
from the fundus.
Matsuo, Koguro, and Takshashi (1966); Kogure, 
Asatani, Togashi, and Yagibashi (1971), and Christensen, 
Polalski, Wong, and heisman (l97l) nave used this method in 
a series o.f cxucriinental investig.md ons in dogs. Gloster
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(1969); Oosterhuis, Bakker, and Van Den Gorge (1970); and 
Asatani (I970); have obtained photoelectric jjlothysmograms 
from the human eye.
PlethysmogTaphio techniques have the same principal 
disadvantages as the Doppler techniques. They suffer from 
problems of absolute calibration, either in terms of blood 
volume or blood flow,
1.5.6. Inert G-as Clearance Technique
Pilkerton, Bulle and O'Rourke (I964) employed, the 
nitrous oxide method of Kety and Schmidt (l945) to measure 
ocular blood flow in dogs. Friedman, Aopald and Smith (1964) 
measured choroidal blood flow in rabbits and other animals using 
radioactive krypton. These techniques are based on the Pick 
principle which relates the rate of removal of an inert diff­
usible substance from an organ to the blood supply to that organ. 
This thesis describes the measurement of choroidal blood flow 
in experimental animals using the radioactive inert gas clear­
ance technique. The theory of this method will be discussed in 
detail in Chapter two.
1.5.7. ?0_ Measurement
— g.------ — — -------
Aim end Bill (1972a) correlated changes in oxygen 
tension of the vitreous in close proximity to the retina with 
changes in retinal blood flow. They investigated the effect of 
changes in intraocular pressure and arterial oxygen tension on 
the retinal blood flow in cats (Aim and Bill, 1972a). Aim (1972)
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also used the method to study the effect of various vasoactive 
drugs on retinal blood flow.
This technique, like many of those previously 
described, suffers from the difficulty of obtaining absolute 
values of blood flow. It has the added disadvantage that it 
cannot be used in any situation in vzliich oxygen utilisation 
in tissue is likely to be altered.
1.4 Discussion
The methods employed to investigate the ocular 
circulation, described in this chapter, all have inherent 
advantages and disadvantages.
In general, the methods specific to the eye, 
fundus photography and fluorescein angiography give only 
qualitative information about circulation, and then only tlie 
retinal circulation. Historically these techniques have 
been important for stimulating interest in the ocular 
circulation and clinically they remain an important tool 
for the ophthalmologist in diagnosing many ocular abnormalities* 
The use of radioactive microspheres for measuring 
ocular blood flow probably overcomes the earlier difficulties 
encountered by Levene. However, no author has published data 
on the concentration of microspheres in the ocular veins to 
test whether or not the assumption that all micros;nheres 
entering the eye were trapped in the ocular capillaries is 
true. This technique allows measurement of choroidal, retinal 
and ciliary blood flow. Its main disadvant.'-ge is that for mosu 
species only one determination of flow can be male v/ithout
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significantly altering the blood flow.
The techniques of plethysmography, ultrasonics, 
temperature measurements, and the PO^ measurement of Aim and 
Bill have similar advantages and disadvantages. They all 
give continuous measurements but are difficult to calibrate 
in terms of absolute blood flow.
The radioactive inert gas clearance method has 
proved to be the most important general method for obtaining 
repeated measurements of absolute blood flow in organs and 
tissues. Although the eye does not exhibit the homogeneity 
assumed to exist in the application of the inert gas clearance 
method it will be shown in subsequent chapters that despite 
this inhomogeneity the inert gas clearance method can be 
employed to give repeated measurements of absolute blood 
flow through the choroid.
2.1
Chapter 2
Theory of the Inert Gas Clearance Method for Measuring Blood Plow
Inert gas clearance techniques for measuring blood flow 
depend upon the Pick principle which was first enunciated by Pick 
in IS70. The principle is a special case of the more general principle 
of the conservation of matter. It states thats»
*^For any substance carried by the blood to an organ 
or region, then within the time interval At, the 
quantity brought in, Qa, must be equal to the quantity 
disposed of, either by accumulation, Adi, or by 
conversion within the region, L#, by transport out 
of the organ or region tlirough all possible routes of 
exit, Me."
Mathematically the Pick principle states that
© Ü  _  Â 9 i  +  S jX  +  , ,
hx. et. at- v-i;
where the symbols are defined as above.
If the following conditions are satisfied
(1) metabolism of the substance in the organ or region is
zero, i.e. Cqii - 0,
(2) the blood flow is the only significant path of supply
and removal of the substance, and
(5) the arterial and venous blood flows are equal and 
constant (P, ml/sec.)
then, equation (2-l) reduces at any instant to
= F  4  c .  "  d  .,0
cl e (2-2)
where (y = total quantity of substance in the organ, including
i t s c ont a ine d blood (g),
C'a - arterial concentration of the substance (g/ml),
Cv = venoiis concenJ xu eion of tlio substance (g/'ulj,
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and ' A ê l  = F O a  ) à ® ?  = F  C.
a t  a t
Under certain conditions equation (2-2) may be used to
measure blood flow without determining Ci directly. After a
sufficient time, u, a state of virtual equalisation will have become 
established between the mean concentration in the organ or region, Or.
and that in the venous blood which drains it.
Then,
CZ Y- (p) c: CL d v  . \
Vr (2-3)
where - the volirïîe of the organ or region (ml), and
^  = the tissue-blood partition coefficient for the
substance, that is the ratio of the solubility 
of the substance in 1 gram of tissue to its 
solubility in 1 ml of blood.
Integrating equation (2-2) with respect to time gives
â®ir d t p . ci’ti
o
IK
\.e.
Substituting for Qi(u) from equation (2-3) fives
F
r 1 CjCc^ — Cv ) cltl ( 2“4)
-J C*
This equation is valid for measuring blood flow through 
a homo ’GiiGous organ or region using an inert highly diffusible 
substance. It was first derived by Kety and Schmidt (1945) for 
measuring cerebral blood flow using nitroue oxide as the inert
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diffusible substance. As Kety pointed out (Kety, 1951) certain 
conditions are required before equation (2-4) is applicable to 
measuring blood flow. It must be possible to obtain representative 
venous blood from the region under study with,minimal contamination 
from other regions, and the time, u, required for equilibration 
must not be impractically long. This teclmique was also applied 
successfully to measure coronary circulation (J3ing, Hammond, Handels- 
man, Powers, Spencer, Hokenhoff, Goodale, nafkonschiel, and Kety, 1949) 
and renal circulation (Comi, Mood and Schmidt, 1953)*
Lassen and his co-workers (Lassen and î-îunck, 1955î Lassen, 
1959) Lassen and Ingvar, I961) modified the basic Kety-dchmidt technique 
by replacing nitrous oxide as the inert marker by the radioactive 
inert gases, krypton-85 and xenon-153» With these radioactive gases 
it is possible to measure their rate of clearance from tissue by 
external counting, thus obviating the need to obtain arterial and 
venous samples. This development simplified the method and allowed 
it to be applied to many other organs including the eye.
In this technique the expression relating the blood flow 
to the measured quantities is derived from equation (2-2). Dividing 
both sides of equation (2-2) by Yr (the volume of the organ or region) 
gives
q . d c '  -  c U  - ( C a - C v )
Jones (1950) und Evans, Busuttil, Gillespie and Unsworth (1974) have 
shown that in most tissues tho exchange of substances of small moleoui 
weight between capillary and tissue is not limited by the process of 
diffusion.
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Thus over all time:
C r
U - v  -  - y -  (2-6)
Substituting' into equation (2-5) yields
_ p: ' * ^
â £ L  -_ b , C A C c v ~ C i )   ^ ,
d C  ^  (2-7)
where b  —
A  .\/r
Integrating equation (2-7) gives:
(2-8)
dt =. r ia-(ji.Q60Cbi)) dt 
dt J•C d t
This has the following solutions
(l) when Ca is constant
c ^ c O  -  i - C : x C i  —  (2-9)
(2) when Ca = 0
O j j )  -  C iCp ) , q T^^'^ (2-10)
(5) when Ca is variable but equal to zero at time 
zero, i.e. Ca(0) = 0
'ITT
n T
G,d) — i-fe. 5?- QCjje-" dt (2-11)
O
Equation (2-10) has become the basis for the measurement 
of capillary blood flow by the clearance of a radioactive inert 
substance introduced directly into the tissue.
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One method of introducing the inert substance into the 
tissue is to administer it as a bolus into the arterial supply to 
the organ under study. Once the inert substance reaches the 
capillaries it diffuses almost instantaneously out of the blood into 
the surrounding tissue. After the injection has ceased,fresh blood, 
containing no inert gas, will pass through the capillaries. The inert 
substance in the tissue will equilibrate with the blood and be carried 
by the blood flow out of the organ. Approximately ninety-five per 
cent of the inert gases Iccypton and xenon are eliminated in each 
passage trirough healthy lungs (Chidsey, Fritts, Kardewig, Richards 
and Courcnand, 1959)» Thus, if the inert gas is introduced into the 
arterial supply to the organ negligilûe recirculation of the inert 
gas to the organ occurs.
By placing a suitable radiation detector over the organ 
or tissue under study it is possible to monitor the amount of inert 
gas in the tissue.
As the inert gas is removed by the blood flow the radio­
activity will decrease according to equation (2~10). Equation (2»10) 
states:™
C i h r )  =  Clio'),
Taking the logarithm of both sides
Thus, provided the conditions outlined above apply, a graph 
of the l.ogarithm of tho radioactivity measured by the detector against 
time on a linear scale (hereafter referred to as a log/linear plot) 
should bo linear. By re-arranging equation (2-8) the blood flow can be
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determined from the slope, Ic, of the log/linear plot, 
Equation (2-8) states:
Ee-arrangiiiG' and replacing Yr by \i[p gives
F
i  • 0  a
AjJ? 
P
P  2 ± 2 l A L ^  (2.15)
where F - blood flow (ml/lOOg/min.),
y, ~ tissue/blood partition coefficient,
Vr = volume of tissue (ml),
k -- exponential rate constant (mins'^')j
:= Ü.
- half life, i.e. the time (mine.) taken for the " 
radioactivity to fall to half that of a given value,
p  = density of tissue (g/ml), and
W ~ weight of tissue (g).
Thus from a knowledge of the tissue/blood partition 
coefficient and the density of the tissue it is possible to determine 
tlie blood flow. Generally the weight is unloiov.n, and the flow is 
expressed in units of ml/nin/lOOg of tissue*
i.e. Flow
i.e. F = È l l f A
^A ' ( 2 —16)
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In practice equation (2-16) is the one most commonly 
used for calculating flow in studies involving radioactive krypton 
and xenon.
Flow as calculated using methods involving venous 
sampling (e.g. the nitrous oxide tectmique) includes blood which 
passes directly from arterial to venous channels without particip­
ating in capillary exchange. The result of inert gas clearance 
technique excludes flow through arteriovenous shunts and measures 
only capillary blood flow.
The equations derived to date apply to cases in which 
clearance of the inert substance from tissue is monoexponential and 
refer to homogeneous tissue. In the brain there are two distinct 
tissues, white and grey matter, with widely differing perfusion rates. 
The clearance curve of a ^-emitting i.nei't gas (xenon-133) fnom the 
brain is biexponential. Each exponential rate constant is assumed 
to be of the form of equation (2-8).
Generally, the radioactivity measu3:*ed by the detector is 
assumed to consist of a summation of terms each attributable to a 
homogeneous tissue within the region under study. In the case of the 
brain;
j~kw.T . _ . ~ k ,.T
where the subscripts W and G refer to white and grey matter 
respectively. A Icnowledge of kr; and kg will allow the flcwi through 
the white and grey matter to bo calculated.by applying equation (2-16) 
to each comoartment in turn.
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The extension of equation (2-10) from a homogeneous 
tissue to a heterogeneous tissue consisting of a series of homo­
geneous compartments is not wi'bhout limitations. Gillespie (1968) 
pointed out that nulti-ex]ponential analysis of the clearance from 
nori-homogenoous tissue must be interpreted with great care due to 
the possibility of interoompartiuental diffusion of the inert gas 
affecting the clearance from each compart;;ient* This is particularly 
important in organs which have both a high and low blood flow. 
Diffusion will occur from regions of low blood flow to regions of 
high due to the lower partial pressures of the inert substance in the 
vicinity of the high blood flow resulting from the faster removal of 
the substance by the high blood flow.
The eye is not a homogeneous tissue but comprises layers 
of tissues some of which are perfused by blood and some of which are 
not. Diffusion of inert tracer between perfused and non-perfused 
layers occurs and the clearance pattern is very complex. One aim 
of this thesis is to analyse and interpret this complex pattern of 
diffusion and clearance in order to determine whether blood flow in 
the perfused region can be determined by the slope of a portion of 
the clearance curve.
3.1
Chapter 3
Radioactive Inert Gas Clearance Curves from Ocular Tissue
3 o1 Introduction
The studies of Lassen and his ooworkers allowed the 
inert gas clearance method to he applied to a greater range of 
organs. This chapter describes the application of the technique 
to the measurement of choroidal blood flow in rabbits and discusses 
the results obtained from a series of experiments designed to obtain 
control values of choroidal blood flow.
3.2 Radioisotope
The application of the inert gas clearance teclmique 
to the measurement of choroidal blood flow requires three criteria 
to be met in the choice of radioisotope. The criteria are:
(1) commercial availability,
(2) convenient physical half life, and
(3) suitable radiation emissions to allow measurement of 
the radioactivity within the eye with minii'.'ial inter­
ference from extraocular tissue.
The physical properties of the commercially available 
radioisotopes of the inert gases are sho\m in table 3*I* Krypton-85 
was chosen as the most suitable isotope. It has a long physical 
half life (IO.6 yrs), thus eliminating transport and storage problems 
encountered with short-lived radioisotopes. It is principally an 
emitter of beta particles (99*3/-) with only 0,7h emission. The 
maximum range in tissue of the beta particles is 2.8 ira-n. Monitoring 
of the radioactivity within the eye is therefore possible without 
interference from external tissue, Kenon-133 with its more pene­
trating 81 iLev Remission is much less suitable in this respect.
Table 3.1 Physical data of the radioactive Inert gases
ISOTOPE HALF LIFE £»ISSION 
ENERGY (MEV) *
EMISSION 
ENERGY (MEV)
Argon Ar-37 - - 0.0026 100
Ar-4l 100 m 1.20 99.1 1.29 99.1
Krypton Kr-85a 4.4 h 0.82 81 0.305 13
0.15 78
Kr-85 10.6y 0.15 0.7 0.51 0.7
0.67 99.3
Xenon Xe~131w 12 d - - 0.164 21
Xe-133* 2.3 d - - 0.23 13.5
Xe-133 5.3 d 0.34 99 0.081 35.5
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3 • 3 Radia in. on D p-tectors mid Associated Instrumenta tion
Two radiation detectors were used to monitor the 
radioactivity within tlie eye. These were:-
(a) Silicon solid state planar detector (developed 
hy Dr. F.L, Allsv/orth, Atomic Encsrgy .Research 
Establislimentj liarev/ell).
(b) Geiger-Htlller tube (20th Century Electronics, 
type 133411).
A schematic diagram of these detectors is shown in
figure 3*1'
The count rate from each detector v/as processed by 
an amplifier/pulse height analyser system (.ilcco type M^O^Ol) linked 
to ratemeters (?ikco t;^ q)e M 5I65A) to give digital and analogue 
recordings of the change in radioactivity (fig, 3*2a,b). No 
significant differences in the shape of the inert gas clearance 
curves obtained from ocular tissue were noticed between the two 
detectors.
Solid state detectors have been used in many different 
situations where their shape and small size have proved an advantage 
over more conventional beta detectors (Cr&ngsjd, Ulfendahl and Wolgast, 
1966; V/olgast, 1968; Abson, Allsworth and Salmon, I968; Yamamoto, 
Phillips, Hodge and Feindel, 19715 Dauber and V/olgast 1972; V/olgast 
and Dauber 1972)* The shape and size of the solid state detector 
was particularly advantageous in the external monitoring of the 
radioactivity within the eye, since less operative interference was 
required in siting the detector next to the sclera. Unfortiunately, 
the solid staVe detector proved to have a shorter life time than 
expected. Approximately 30... of th.e measurements of choroidal blood 
flow in tjiis control study were obtained using; the solid state detector 
T)ie remaining 20,, and all measurements in subsequent studios were
A. GEIGER - MULLER TUBE
8mm .  _________y
diameter] )i
10 5cm
window thickness = 20mg/cm'
B. SOLID STATE DETECTOR
3mm
1 cm 
diameter
window thickness - GOmg/cm
Figure 5*1 Schematic diagram of radiation detectors 
employed to measure ocular radioactivity,
(a ) Geiger«*Muller tuhe 
(B) Solid state detector.
(a)
(b)
A M PL IFIE R
R E C O R D E RR A T E M E T E R
A NALOGUE
ANA LY SER
Figure 5«2 Diagram of counting équipement for
(a) G-eiger-Muller tube
(b) Solid state detector*
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obtained using a Geigei'-MUller tube,
3.4 Experimental /uiimal
Thirty albino and four Dutch pigmented rabbits wore 
used in an initial series of experiments designed to study the 
feasibility of measuring choroidal blood b3.ov? using the inert 
gas clearance technique, Rabbits were selected for study because 
their retinae are almost completely maintained by the choroidal 
circulation. The retinal blood vessels are restricted to a small 
region extending from the optic nerve head, (David, I929). Thus 
by suitable positioning of the radiation detector on the sclera 
it is possible, using krypton -85, only to view those parts of the 
eye sei-ved by the choroidal circulation,
Figure 3.5 shows the anatomy of the ocular arterial 
supply in the rabbit» Rabbits differ from primates in that the 
ophthalmic artery is supplied by the external carotid artery and 
not the internal carotid artery. The ophthalmic artery gives rise 
to the ciliary artery from which branch some of the short posterior 
ciliary arteries which supply the choroidal circulation. The single 
retinal artery which gives rise to the retinal circulation is a 
branch of a short posterior ciliary artery. It penetrates the 
optic nerve close to the entrance to the globe»
3.5 Anaesthesia
After initial premedication with phencyclidine (o-6i/ig) 
anaesthesia was induced and maintained with a mixture of halothane, 
nitrous oxide and oxygen on open circuit» Tracheostomy was performed 
on all animais » The expired air was veni'.ed to the outside atmosuhere,
Frontal A.
Lacrimal A.
External 
M axilla ry  A. External 
Ophthalmic A.
Ciliary A f
Lingual A.
Internal 
M axillary A.
In ternal 
C arotid  A.
External
C arotid
Common 
C arotid  A.
/Figure (The arterial supply to the rabbit eye*
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In preliminary experiments on nine animals a halotliane 
concentration of 0.5 - 2.5,- (from a Fluotec vaporises Mc.Il) was 
used for the duration of the experiment (minimum period of six hours)* 
however ^ in these nine animals 5 degenerate changes were found in the 
retinal fine structure (Johnson, Wilson and htrang, 1975)• These 
changes were most marked in the visual cells and retinal i)ig-ment 
epithelium. In view of this, the results from these animals were 
not included.
Administration of 0«5w halothane for periods up to 6 
hours produced no ultrastructural changes in the rabbit retina, 
(Johnson, Strang and Wilson, 1975)• This concentration of halothane 
was used in all subsequent experiments.
5.6 Experimental Method
Radioactive krypton was introduced into the arterial 
supply to the eye via a polythene cannula (O.D. = 0.75 mm) inserted 
into the lingual artery; the distal end of the artery being tied 
(see Figure 5*5)* This site of catheterisation was chosen to 
minimise disturbance to the ocular circulation, yet achieve a bolus 
arrival of the radioisotope at the choriocapillaris.
Systemic arterial blood pressure was monitored continuously 
by connecting; a polythene cannula (o.b. = 1.54 mm) inserted into a 
femoral artery to a low volume displacement pressure transducer (Bell 
and Howell t^qm L22l) mid pen recorder (p^vices M2), This cannula also 
provided a means of collecting arterial blood samples for the measure­
ment of blood gases. Ai'terial blood pi, CO and ? 0. were measured 
on a micro*"Astrup apparatus at each determination of ciioroidal blood 
flow. Rectal temperature was monitored continuously.
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Tho intraocular’ pressure of the eye under investigation 
was monitored continuously hy connecting the anterior chamber with 
a fine steel cannula to a second low volume pressui’e transducer and 
recording sys tem,
Initally this cannula was also connected via a three- 
way tap to a saline reservoir. The height of the reservoir was 
adjusted so that the intraocular pressure was maintained at a pressure 
of l^ nimïlg*
Although the eye equilibrates within tv/o minutes with 
the saline reservoir, this arrangement results in the pressure 
transducer measuring only the pressm:e head of the saline reservoir. 
For this reason the reservoir was separated from the measuring system 
in later experiments by introducing a second steel cannula into the 
anterior chamber and connecting it to the saline reservoir. With 
this arrangement it was easier to test the patency of the pressure 
measurement and control systems.
The conjunctiva was incised circumferentially in the 
upper nasal quadrant and reflected. The radiation detector (either 
the solid state detector or the Geiger-Müller tube) was then placed 
on the sclera so that the centre of the sensitive face coincided with
the mid-equatorial region of the eye.
Thirty minutes were allowed to elapse between the end
of the preliminary operative procedures and the coiimienoemeut of
measurements, Boluses of approximately 0,2 ml of krypton-85 dissolved 
in saline (activity approximately lOmCi/ml) were injected into the 
carotid artery via the lingual artery cannula. The clearance of 
Io?ypton“85 radioactivity from ocular tissue was monitored with
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sequential recording periods of 0,4 second for the first minute 
and thereafter with a period of ten seconds until the radioactivity 
within the eye had decreased to hackgroimd levels. Only then were 
repeat determinations of choroidal hlood flow made,
5•7 Krypton-85 Clearance Curve
Figure 5*4 shows the first 25 seconds of a typical 
analogue recording of the diminishing radioactivity in the eye. It 
is characterised by a sharp rise in radioactivity following injection. 
This is followed by momentary equilibrium and then by a period of 
rapid decline. This decline will be referred to as the 'washout 
curve* .
Figure 5*5 shows a log/linear plot of the digital 
information corresponding to the vfashout curve illustrated in figure 
5,4* The curve is characterised by a sharp fall in radioactivity 
lasting approximately five seconds which is followed by a period of 
slower decline. The count rate does not reach background levels until 
20-50 minutes after injection. This time is dependent upon the peak 
radioactivity,
5.8 Analysis of hashout Curve
Friedman, Kopald, and Smith (1964) initially assumed that 
the washout curve could be represented as the sum of decreasing 
exponential components and that the fastest of these components 
reflected choroidal blood flow. These workers substituted the half 
life of this component into equation (2-16)
mme ■seconds
Figure 5*4 Analogue recording of the diminishing radioactivity 
in the rabbit eye.
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Figure 3.5 Plot of diminishing radioactivity within a rabbit
eye (logarithmic scale) against time (linear scale) 
(a) first 150 seconds (b) first I5 minutes
and obtained a value for the choroidal blood flow. In a later 
paper, Friedman and his co-workers, without explanation, used the . 
half life of the initial decline in radioactivity in equation (2-16) 
and not the half life of the initial slope of the fastest exponential 
component obtained by curve striprxlng (Friedmeui, and Smith, I965).
It will be shown in Chapter 9 on theoretical gronnda that the initial 
slope of the clearance circve and not the slope of the fastest 
component is the true indicator of choroidal blood flow.
In order to facilitate comparison between Friodman's 
data and the data obtained from this study, both •curve stripping' 
and 'initial slope' values of choroidal blood flow were determined. 
Figure 5.6 illustrates the technique of curve stripping used to 
determine the exponential components of the washout curve. In this 
technique the data is plotted on log/linear graph paper. The slope 
of the final linear section of the curve is taken as the exponential 
rate constant corresponding to the slowest exponential component of 
the clearance of krypton from the eye (figure i.6a). This linear 
section of the curve is extrapolated to time zero (time of peak 
radioactivity) and subtracted from the original washout curve. This 
yields a new curve again having a final linear section, the slope of 
which is taken as the exponential rate constant of the second slowest 
component of the washout curve. This process of extrapolation and 
subtraction is repeated until only a single exponential component is 
left, (figure p.6 c, r] ),
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Figure 5*6(a) Curve stripping technique. The late linear part
of the curve corresponds to the slowest exponential 
component,, This component is extrapolated and 
subtracted from the original curve.
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Figure $»&(%) Curve stripping technique. The result of the
first subtracted yields a new curve again having 
a late linear section which corresponds to the 
decrease in radioactivity of the next slowest 
component. This component is extrapolated and 
subtracted from the new curve.
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fFigore $.6(c) Ciirve stripping technique. Result of the second 
subtraction.
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Figure 3«6(d) Curve stripping technique. The third subtraction
results in a final linear component. The half life 
of this component is used to determine the "curve 
stripping" value of the choroidal blood flow.
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Figure 5*7 The first 10 seconds of a log/linear plot illustrating 
the determination of the "initial slope" half life.
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Figure $.8 "Curve stripping" half life versus corresponding 
"initial slope" half life.
0.’he half life of this fastest component is then substituted into 
equation (2=16) to obtain the 'curve stripping' value of choroidal 
blood flow8
Figure 3*7 shows the first 10 seconds of a log/linear 
plot of the washout curve and illustrates the method of determining 
the half life of the initial slope» The process of curve stripping 
yields a half life for the fastest component which is smaller than 
the half life of the initial slope, although there is a correlation 
(r - 0.946) between the two values (figure 3-8)* The 'curve stripping' 
value is thus an overestimation of the choroidal blood flow, as wilJ. 
be shown from theoretical considerations in Chapter
3.9 Results
In this series of experiments only values derived from
washout curves obtained from animals maintained within a narrow range
of P 00^, P 0^ and mean femoral arterial blood pressure (MiBP) were a 2 a 2 -ir \ /
regarded as valid in view of the laiown effects of these on ocular 
blood flow. (Bettman arid Fellows, 1956 j Bill, 1962c; Trokel, I965; 
Anderson, Saltzmann and Frayser, 1967; Friedman, 1970; Aim and Bill, 
1972h; Friedman and Chandra, 1972; Tsacoooulos and David, 1973)•
These ranges were;-
P 00^ 32-48 rmiilîg (mean 40 -H8.B.)
a 2
P 85-137 nrniHg (mean 111 -i-l b.D. )
a 2
IJABP 56-76 mm'rlg (mean 66 410.D . )
Within these limits a total, of 85 measurements on 34 
rabbits were obtained. Application of the curve stripping technioue 
resulted in the washout curve being represented as tlic sum. of four 
exnouenih al ccmconcnus. Kean values 01 the half lives oi the uvnv
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components are shovni in table 3«2» Friedman and his co-workers 
originally obtained three components in the washout curve from rabbits 
using a Geiger-îkiller tube (Friedman, Kopald and Smith, I96/1). Later 
they reported tJiat when a solid state detector was used four compon­
ents could be identified (Friedman and Smith, I965). They reported 
that the half life of the first component varied between 2*5 and 5 seconds 
and that the half lives of the second and third components varied between
1.5 and 30 minutes*. The mean value of the half life of the initial 
slope from this study was 4*5 t 1,6 seconds (moan 4- 1 8.D.).
The choroidal blood flow was calculated from equation
(2-16):- . 'Â
%  ' 4'^
where P ~ choroidal blood flow (ml/lOOg/min),
T%- - half life (mins.). (initial slope or 1st component),
p  ~ density of the choroid (g cm”^), and
^ = partition coefficient (i.e. the ratio of the solubility
of Ircyjpton in Ig of choroid to its solubility in 1ml of 
blood)4
In all calculations of the choroidal blood flow a value 
of unity has been taken for the density of the choroid, in accordance 
with the measurements of Friedman, Kopald and Smith (1964), The part= 
ition coefficient was also taken to be unity. This value was used 
because the choroid consists of approximately 95y blood and the solub­
ility of Icr^ Tpton in exsanguated choroid is approximately half that in 
whole blood (see Chapter 6).
Applying equation (2=16) to the data from this series of 
experiments the following values of the choroidal blood flo\; in rabbits 
were obtained (mem -I- 1 h.D.)*
Table 3*2 Mean values of half-life (T^) and exponential
rate constant (k), (mean 4
T^(sec) k(sec ^)
Component 1 
Component 2 
Component 3 
Component 4
2.3+ 0.8 
45+ 14 
IBO + 105 
780 + 510
0.28+ 0.09 
0.012+0,006 
0.004 + 0,003 
0.0009 + 0.0005
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'Initial slope' choroidal blood flow = 920 + 340 inl/lOOg/min.
'Curve stripping' choroidal blood flow -- looO + 4BO rnl/lOOgyrain.
Friedman, Kopald and Smith (1964) obtained 'curve 
stripping’ values of choroidal blood flow in rabbits between 800 
and 1600 lul/lOOg/min» These values are in good agreement with the 
value obtained in this study*
In all subsequent studies reported in this thesis the 
value of the choroidal blood flow will be derived from the half-life 
of the initial slope for theoretical reasons explained in Chapter 5°
Such values will be referred to simply as 'the choroidal blood flow'.
3.10 Discussion
The use of nitrous oxide and oxygen anaeskhesia proved 
to be unsatisfactory in rabbits. For this reason halothane was 
introduced into the anaesthetic mixture, halothane was chosen 
because it interferes only minimally with autoregulation of the 
cerebral blood flow in the baboon in response to changes in perfusion 
pressure (Fitch, 1975)* Owen (I97I) has shown that urethane anaesthesia 
greatly inhibits cardiovascular reactivity in cats. The resultant 
hypotension evident in this study was thought not to be significant 
owing to the fact that (a) no ultrastructural ciianges were apparent in 
the retina after six hours anaesthesia (Johnson, Strang arid Filson, 
1975)» and (b) the value of the choroidal blood flow obtained in riiis 
study is in good agreement with those obtained by other workers in 
normotcusive conditions (see table 3.3)*
Tabl. 3.3 Comparison of normal values of 
choroidal blood flow
METHOD ANIMAL CHOROIDAL BLOOD FLOW 
(ml/min) (ml/lOOgn/rain]
AUTHOR
Reflective
densitometry
Albino
rabbit 16B0 Trokel {I965)
Hicrosphcres Monkey
Rabbit
1.44
0.84
O'Day, Fish, Aronson 
Pollycove and Coon 
(1971)
Microopheres Cat 754*^ 1382 '^ Aim and Bill (1972)
Hicrosphereo Monkey 67?’^ Aim, Bill and Young
(1973)
HicroBphercB Cat 1300 Welter, Schachar, 
and Erneat (1973)
Inert Gas 
Clearance
Cat
Rabbit
1200
831-1664
Friedman et al (1964)
Inert Gas 
Clearance
Rabbit 920 Present study
1 ag/nin
2 mg/100 gra /min
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The variation in choroidal blood flow in one animal 
throughout the duration of a six hour experiment is shorn: in figure 
3*9« The washout ouxve corresponding to the point on the graph 
with a choroidal blood flow of 520 ral/lOOg/min« is shown in figure 
5.10. In this measurement of blood flow the radioactivity declined 
initially with a half life of 0.5 second. This is equivalent to the 
decline observed ifith the passage of a non-diffusible indicator 
(Tc •»99:"‘ labelled human serum albumin) (figure 5*H)«
This is indicative that an ai'tocio-venous shunt was present, 
Â-V shunts were present in 6,5 of the measurements of flow.
Since the rabbit has only a single circulation within 
the field of view of the detector, the analysis of the washoub curve 
into a series of exponential components }ias no jii.stifioation. The 
half lives of the components obtained in i'.hio study are in reasonable 
agreement with those found by Friedman and his co-workers. At lov; 
flow values, four exponential components are not necessarily observed. 
One possible reason for this is that at low flow values the peak in 
radioactivity is generally lower and thus the washout curve caîmot be 
monitored for long periods with sufficient statistical accuracy.
Glass and de Gareta (1971) have pointed out that the 
magnitude of the errors of the various parameters obtained by 
exponential curve fitting is dependent on:-
(1) oxponont ratios,
f, 2) ampliturlo ratios,
(3) data accuracy,
(4) sampling frequency,
(•5) number of data points,
(6) degree of correlation between tb.o variables,
(7) initial parameter .uossec, and
(8) curve-fi tting method used.
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Figure 5*9 The variation in choroidal blood flow in one 
animal throughout the duration of a six hour 
experiment. The error bar on the 3rd point is an 
estimate of the error in thechoroidal blood flow 
at low flow values (see Chapter 5)*
Time- seconds25
Figure 3.10 Analogue recording of a washout curve illustrating 
the extremely fast initial decline in radioactivity 
corresponding to an arterio-venous shunt.
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Figure 5*11 Analogue recording of the radioactivity within a
rabbit eye following injection of a non-diffusible 
indicator (Tc«99m labelled human serum albumin).
From their investigations they concluded that in a 
biological investigation with less than 60 data points of better 
than two per cent accuracy, analysis of tlie data into a number of 
exponentials greater than three was unlikely to yield useful 
information.
Babbits, whilst being ideal in iic.ving only a choroidal 
circulation present, are not suited for prolonged experiments under 
anaesthesia. The maintenance of a steady blood pressure throughout 
the duration of a six hour experiment is not without difficulty. 
However, the presence of the single circulation greatly simplified 
the initial development of a mathematical model to describe diffusion 
of krypton in ocular tissue. The explanation of the complex nature 
of the washout curve in terms of diffusion and the establishment of 
a relation between the initial slope of the washout curve and the 
choroidal blood flow will be presented in Chapters 4 and 5«
4o1
Checker A
Diffusion of Krynton in Ocular Tissue 1 Mathematical Model
Introduction
In the previous chapter it was shown that the clearance 
of radioactive krypton from rabbit ocular tissue is complex and 
that previously some doubt has existed on the physical nature of the 
washout curve. The radioactivity measured by the detector placed on 
the sclera at a given instant is related to the concentration values 
of krypton summated over the field of view of the detector. In the 
rabbit lo'ypton arrives at the choriocapillaris and diffuses into the 
surrounding tissue. As fresh blood passes through the choriocapillaris 
a fraction of the krypton atoms will equi'ibrate with the blood and be 
carried by the blood flow out of the eye, resulting in a decline in 
radioactivity® However, a significant proportion of the atoms will 
diffuse out of the choroid into the sclera, retina and vitreous® The 
diffusion of krypton away from the detector also results in a decline 
in measured activity due to the increased absorption of the beta particle; 
in tissue.
In this and in the next chapter a mathematical model of 
diffusion of krypton in ocular tissue will be presented to explain 
the complex Pattern of the washout curve ;md to investigate the relation 
between the choroidal blood flow and the decline in activity*
Diffusion is the name given to the process whereby molecules, 
or atoms, by virtue of their random motion will, on average, move from 
regions of high partial pressure to regions of low. In this chapter a 
numerical method of solving the m themetical equations describing t}^ c 
diffusion of a g is within metis will be presented for a. mooe], whose
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structure is based on the anatomy of the rabbit eye. In the next 
chapter results of the model will be presented, comparison being 
made between predicted washout curves derived from the model and 
experimental washout curves obtained from the study described in 
Chapter Subsequently, the model will be extended to predict the 
effect of the presence of a retinal circulation on the washout curve.
4.1.2 N omen c1a ture
The following symbols are used throughout this chapter
X = the spatial coordinate, normal to a reference surface (cm), 
t - time (seconds),
\  = the solubility of a substance in a given medium,
c(x,t) “ the concentration of the diffusing substance in a medium 
at a point x cm from some origin at time t (cm“3),
p(x,t) = the partial pressure of the diffusing substance in a medium,
= ll. where k is a constant of proportionality,
dependent on the units,
J(x,t) " the flux of diffusing substance (crn“^ sec””"*),
= the quantity of substance passing perpendicularly through 
a reference surface of unit area during unit time,
D - the diffusion coefficient of the diffusing substance in a 
given medium. It will be assumed throughout that D is 
independent of position and partial pressure, (crn^  sec'""'), and
Lx -- the value of x at the boundary between two media.
The subscripts 1,2,^,...... added to the above symbols indicate that
the symbo]. is applicable to medium 1, medium 2, ^edium 3 1* » « *. 
respectively.
4.3
4.2.1 Derivation of t1’e Differential Diffusion Eouation
The analogy betwe-n the transfer of heat by conduction due 
to random molecular motions and the diffusion of substances was first 
recognised by Pick (1833). He developed the mathematical treatment 
of diffusion by adopting the equation of heat conduction developed by 
Fourier in 1822. Fiches first law of diffusion is based on the hypothesis 
that the rate of transfer of a diffusing substance through a reference 
surface of unit area of an isotropic medium is proportional to the 
partial pressure gradient measured normal to the section.
Along one dimension Pick's first law states:
- r -  _  _
J  -  (4-1)
The negative sign indicates that diffusion is in the opposite
direction to the partial pressure g r a d i e n t i . e .  diffusion takes 
place from regions of high to regions of low partial pressure.
In addition the diffusing particle at the reference surface 
must obey the laws of conservation of matter
É£- -+■ |31 —  O  (4-2)
Combining this equation with equation (4-1) results in kick's
2nd Law:~
I r  [)
h e  C*-3)
Solution of this equation allows the variation in partial 
pressure (and hence concentration) throughout the medium to be obtained.
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4.2.2 Boundary Conditions
Where diffusion is occurring in two adjacent media having 
different diffusion coefficients then within each medium there will be 
an equation similar to equation (4-3) expressing the diffusion within 
that medium, viz*:-
(1) for X < IX
hf>>
(4-4)
(2) for x > q  _  K
"bt ' ' 0 ^ ^ -  (4-5)
where Lx is the value of x at the boundary between the two media* In 
obtaining the partial pressure variations from these equations two 
physical conditions have to be obeyed at the boundary between the media.
(1) The partial pressure is continuous
/> . )  -  a )i.e. oc
or
(4-6)
(4-7)
(2) The flux of particles across the boundary is constant^ i.e. the
net number of particles leaving medium 1 and entering medium 2 at 
a given instant is equal to the net number of particles entering 
medium 2 from medium 1.
’è x '
K
L%
' ' l \  
( /à  X
(4-8)
4*3*1 The Numerical Solution of the Diffusion Equations
The exact solution of a system of differential equations 
by integral transformation is limited to a narrow range of problems® 
Numerical methods allow approximate solutions to be obtained for a 
wide range of problems. One of these methods - the finite difference 
method - was used to obtain values of the partial pressure in the 
diffusion model described later in this chapter* In this method the 
derivatives are replaced at discrete points (called nodal points) by 
expressions which approximate the derivatives at these points.
4.3.2 The Finite Difference Formulae
For a function of one variable, e.g. y = f(x), an 
approximation to the first derivative, dy/dx can be obtained by 
replacing the gradient of the tangent to the curve y f(x) at x = x^  
by the gradient of the chord joining two adjacent points on the curve 
at X = x^ and x = x^ + 1 (see figure 4.1), viz:-
è L  ^
c\'< K (4-9)
where K ™  L C t  (4-10)
In a similar manner an approximation can be obtained for 
the second derivative, viz:-
It _ Su I - 2^ji. gui 
dx"*- K
4.3*3 The Finite Difference Form'.t of the Differential Diffusion Equation 
The finite difference method applied to the one dimensional 
differential diffusion equation results in solutions being obtained for
the partial pressure at nod;ü. points on u rectangular noiv:orii (see figure 
4.2). The abscissa of tlùa ncfvcr;:. represents the spatial dimension, x.
y0 Xc X
Figure 4,1 Determination of the finite difference relationship.
t = ( k+1 ) I 
t= kl
t=  21
t= 11
0
(ih.kl)
x = 0 x = 1h x=2h x = ih
D istance
Figure 4*2 The finite difference network. The nodal points 
are the points of intersection of straight lines 
parallel to the coordinate axes.
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It is divided into equal steps of h units. The ordinate represents 
time and it is divided into intervals of .t. units. The nodal points 
are the points of intersection of the straight lines parallel to the 
coordinate axes from x == 0, x = h, x = 2h, and t - 0, t = 1,
t - pf
Let /'o/i Le the actual value of the partial pressure 
at the point x = ih at the time t = k£ (ih,kB). The partial derivatives 
/ ü t  and ^ a t  the point (ih,fik) in terms of the finite 
difference approximations (equations 4-9, and 4-11) are:-
^pc.q I PC,k.
t
( 4 - 1 2 )
and
r  c-i- ', lî- nr h yp
4 "  ( 4 - 1 p )
where and are the residual terms tending to xero as £
and h approach aero.
Substituting these relations into equation (4-3) gives:-
4L \v kl //
'") 'A^ (4fi,k 2R(4-l4)
Rearranging
V tv-
whore R  —  So I
Omttir-s the recidual term., £;\ , yieJ.da the finite
difiei-enco format of the differential diffusion cqu-it-i on, i.c^
4,7
(4-15)
where is now the approximate value of the partial pressure at
the point (ih,fk)h
This last equation allows the calculation of the values 
of the partial pressure at the nodal points on the horizontal row 
(k'i'l) from a knowledge of the values of partial pressure on the 
previous row (k)« Thus if the initial values (i.e* the values of 
p along the >r.-axis) are known, successive application of equation (4-15) 
yields the values of the partial pressure at subsequent times.
The value of p at the two end nodal points on a horizontal 
row cannot be determined, from equation (4-15), In the model described 
later in this chapter the values of the partial pressure at the end 
nodal points were obtained by linear extrapolation of the two neigh­
bouring values,
4*5*4 The Finite Difference Format of the Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions between two media are:»
CO  P, = P .  M
Inclusion of the first boundary condition is obviously 
straightforward. The finite difference format of the second boundary 
condition at a poir.r. (nh,?.:■:) (where nh = - the value of x at
the boundary) is obtained by substituting the finite difference relation 
for the norti':l derivatives, viz:-
bi T /1-4 , k \ __ b f /h-’.-m- -
h /  ' V, K
4.Ü
(4-16)
Thi R equation is the finite difference format of the second boundary 
condition,
Equations (4-15) end (4-l6) allow the determination of 
the partial pressure values for a system comprising of two or more 
media,
4.5,5, Choice of distance increment, h, and time interval,!
If i  - (4-17)
It has been shown (Luikov I968) that
(1) the finite difference method remains stable only if p'^ '2,
(2) the largest time step occurs when p -■ 2, and
(5) the larger the value of p, the closer the approximated value 
approaches the exact solution.
The choice of the distance step, h, and the time interval,!, 
for any particular situation must satisfy the condition that p ’)^‘2 for 
the finite difference method to remain stable. In the model presented 
later a value of 0.005 cm vrrs used for the distance increment and 0,25 
second for the time interval. This gave 'p' values of 2.5^ 4.7» 4,5 and
5,0 for the sclera, choroid, retina and vitreous respectively.
4 • 4 Coipy-up sen) of Fin Lie Tif ferr; ce^  a - ■ d . to i c t V: - X aes
An estimate of the accurary of the finite difference rn'h:hod 
was act Loved by com; uring the ;l:.n;i to differen.ce resells, under the srime 
conditions of distance increment ''.nd time irfcorval :is used in the '.;;cdol, 
with those obtained for an initial condition for which on exact ;eLution 
of the differencial diffusion conation is i.imwn. H e  initial condition
used was
4.9
( 4 - 1 8 )
where N a constant
i ôc\' 3Û =L CV
' E ( x - - ‘0
O  -f cl
For this initial condition the differential diffusion
equation has the solution
H
9)
y ipn b b
The values ofp(x,t) obtained from equation (4-19) for 
t “ 10 seconds were used as initial values for the finite difference 
network (figure 4,5)* The vr.lue of the diffusion coefficient of krypton 
in the choroid (0,76 x 10“  ^ cm^ sec-1) was used in this comparison. 
Surnrnated values of the partial pressure over the nodal points were 
obtained for both the finite difference and the exact values* Figure 
4.4 shows the variation in the percentage difference over 15 minutes.
The percentage difference was taken as
(Exact value - finite difference v:\lue) x 100
Fxact value
The percentage difference varied between 0*0001,. at time 
zero to Golf after 15 minutes.
Although these error values only pertain to the particular 
initial condition, they arc at least two orders of magnitude smaller tlian 
the st”bistical uncertainty of the data points of n typical w-nehout curve
vf.<-Gure a-hi ), Tpo percentage er: or of the count rate at a given time on
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Figure 4*5 Initial partial pressure distribution used in the 
oomparison between exact and finite difference 
values.
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Figure 4*4 (A) Variation in the statistical uncertainty of 
the data points of a typical washout curve with 
time®
(b ) Variation in the percentage difference 
between the exact values and the finite difference 
values with time#
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the washout curve v/as calculated from
(Standard deviation of count rr.te) x 100 
count rate
4.^ Rabbit Model
The radiation intensity measured by the detector placed on 
the sclera is proportional to the concentrations of krypton summated 
over the field of view of the detector. Since iurypton is msinly an 
emitter of beta particles the concentration at a given distance from 
the detector has to be corrected for absorption of the beta particles 
in tissue. Thus solution of the diffusion equation in terms of 
concentration of krypton within a volume of ocular tissue at successive 
times allows the decD.ine in radioactivity v;ith time to be predicted.
The rabbit eye, with its circulation limited to a layer of 
vessels within the choroid running round the whole eye, allows a very 
simple model to be used for the study of diffusion within ocular tissue.
The model is illustrated in figure 4.5* The spherical geometry of the 
globe has been replaced by a planar geometry. This &is a reasonable 
approximation since the diameter of the eye (12 mm) is very much greater 
than the maodmum rminge of '.JT'ypton -8R beta particles (2.8 nm). The 
values used for the tissue thickness are also shown in figuri 4.h . (navis, 
1929; Prince, 1964). Tiie thicknesses used are those of the equatorial 
region of the eye. The viti’eous was assumed to be serni-in'Tinite.
within each of the oc ilar tissues the diffusion of krypton 
is ex. reused by the di rfcrenti;il d?l ffusion equation
^  b;. i h h .
ïyv. b w -
each tis“ue h-:vi.ng il.s appropriate diffusion coe.ificicnt, ehe values of 
the di f noiou and scl.biiiLv coefficient:; -e of so ir. via- 4pk.
Detector | Sclera Choroid Retina Vitreous
Nodal pt. 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
Thickness 0  024 0 - 012 0-015 00
( cmj
Diffusion
Coefficient 1-6 0 - 7 6 0 - 8 0 1-2
{ xlO'^cm^s" )
Solubility 0 - 027 0 • 076 0 062 0 059
Figure 4.5 Diffusion model based on the anatomy of the 
rabbit eye#
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Tlie details of the experimental determination of those values are 
presented in Chapter 6.
-Solutions of the partial pressure of urypton were 
obtained by com%:utation of the finite-difforence relations of the 
differential diffusion equation and boundary conditions (equations 
4-15 and 4-l6). The computation was performed by an IBM 5?C/l58 
computer. The comq'utor program (see appendix 1 ) allowed:
(1) calculation of concentration and partial pressure 
profiles of krypton throughout the various tissues 
at various times,
(2) correction of the concentration values for the
absorption of the beta particles in tissue at each
nodal point,
(3) introduction of a term simulating the removal of 
krypton from the choroid by blood flow, and
(4) summation of the calculated concentration values 
(corrected for absorption of the beta particles) 
over the various tissues at each time interval.
The correction for absorption of the beta participes in
tissue was determined experimentally (see Chapter 6) for the Geiger- 
Müller tube used, by observing the change in count rate with increasing 
absorber thickness. The count rate declined exponentially with increasing 
thickness. The exponential rate constant was 19*9 cm™"'.
The simulation of removal of krypton by the choroidal blood 
flow was achieved by subtracting a known fraction of the concentration 
values from the concentration, at a fixed number of nodal points ( ' fl.ow
points’) in the choroid.
This fraction, k, is equivalent to the exponential rate
constant in equation 2-14 and will be referred to as the blood flow term.
Chapter S
'■Diffusion of Ir.yiTton in Ocular Tissue II Results
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter the predictions of the model described 
in the previous chapter will be presented. Initially, the predicted 
variations in partial pressure and in concentration of krypton in 
ocular tissue will be described for various values of the blood flow 
terra. This will be followed by a comparison between predicted and 
experimental washout curves. Subsequently, the effects of variation 
in tlie blood flow term, and of prolonged arrival of krypton at the 
eye will be discussed.
Finally, a model based on the anatomy of the baboon eye 
will be developed and tlie effect of a retinal circulation on the 
washout curve investigated,
5.2 'Partial Pressure and Concentration Profiles
Profiles of partial pressure and of concentration of 
krypton within the ocular tissues were determined at various times 
after time zero. The choroid was assumed to contain three flow points 
(nodal points 10,11, and 12); all other nodal points being non-flow 
points. A uniform partial pressure throughout the three flow points 
at”time zero was chosen as oorresponding' to the situation existing at 
the radioactivity peak of the washout curves. Section 5*5 describes 
in de bail the reasons for the choice of these conditions.
Profiles were obtained for various values of the blood flow 
term. Figure. b,la shows the partial prwasiire profiles at p,20, 100 and 
too seconds resulting from diffusion alone, i.e. no blood fJ-av in the 
cJicroi.d to ru;;;jvo nr y  ton from' bhe a vs tom. .is the nton a bc;:s O.iffUoi
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Figure 5.1 Predicted distribution of (a) partial pressure and 
(b) concentration levels of krypton throughout the 
ocular tissues resulting from pure diffusion, 
i.e. kaO, at (a) zero seconds (initial distribution), 
|b) 5 seconds, (c) 20 seconds, (d) 100 seconds, and 
,e) 500 seconds.
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from the region of high partial pressure in the choroid into the 
solera, retina and vitreous, there is a decrease in the partial 
pressure levels within tlie choroid and a corresponding increase 
in the levels in the other tissues. Thus there is a tendency to 
equalisation of partial pressure throughout the eye, as would he 
expected* Figure 5*lh shows the corresponding profiles of the 
concentration levels of nrypton within the various tissues. The 
concentration profiles have the same basic shape as the partial 
pressure profiles* The concentration profiles are discontinuous 
since it is the partial pressure that is continuous across the 
boundary between tissues with different solubility coefficients and 
not the concentration* The ratio of the concentration values at the 
discontinuity at a tissue junction is equal to the inverse ratio of 
the solubilities.
Figuxe 5*2a shows the partial pressure profiles at 5? 20,
50 and 100 seconds for the blood flow terra, k, equal to 0.23 sec”’ 
(corresponding to a choroidal blood flow of 1660 ml/lOOg/inin)♦ Again 
the profiles indicate the diffusion of krypton from the high partial 
pressure area in the choroid into the other tissues* However, the 
removal of krypton by the choroidal blood flow at the three 'flow 
points’ (nodal points 10,11 and 12) greatly affects the shape of the 
profiles* At times less than 5 seconds, the partial pressure has a 
maximum value within the choroid. However, by 20 seconds as a result of 
(a) diffusion of locypton from the choroid and (b) the removal of trypton 
at the flow points, the partial pressure vrLthin the choroid is lower 
than that in the surrounding tissue. Thus, preceding 5 seco?ids there is 
diffusion of hiryptcn. from the choroid into the sclera, retina and 
vitreous. By 20 seconds, con current wi 11, the continued diffusion uawa ecu 
the centre of the vitreows, there will oo hac,.v dlffualoM f the sol cun
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Figure 5.2 Predicted distribution of (a) partial pressure and 
(b) concentration levels of krypton throughout the 
ocular tissues for k=0.28 sec ^ at (a) zero seconds 
(initial distribution), (b) 5 seconds, (c) 20 seconds, 
(d) 50 seconds and (e) 100 seconds.
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and retina into the choroid, Figure 5*2a shows the corresponding 
c one en tra t i on proflies.
Figures and 5*4s,h illustrate partial pressure
and concentration profiles for a low blood flow term (k-0.085 sec~ , 
cho:?oidal blood flow - 500ral/l00g/min) and for a high blood flow term 
(k " 0,5 see choroidal blood flow = 5^00 ml/lOOg/min) respectively.
The profiles in these figures illustreto the same basic appearance as 
those in figure 5*2. In the case of the low blood flow term (figure 5*5) 
the reduced rate of removal of krypton at the flow points is reflected 
in the shallowness of the trough in the partial pressure profile within 
the choroid. The increased removal of krypton occurring with the high 
blood flow term (figure 5«4) is reflected in the much deeper trough 
in tb.e partial pressure. In this case the rate of removal of krypton 
at the flow poi?:).ts is so large that back diffusion into the choroid from 
the sclera and retina occurs In less than 5 seconds,
5*5 Predicted b'ashout Curves
The radioactivity measured by the detector placed on the 
sclera is related to the summated concentration values, corrected for 
absorption of the laypton beta particles, within the field of view of 
the detector. Predicted wt;shout cui-vcs were obtained by repeated summ­
ation of the corrected concentration values over all nodal points at 
time intervals of 0,25 second.
In order to determine the effect of the number of flow 
points in the choroid, predicted curvea were obtained for one flow 
point (nodal point Ic), two flow points (nodal points 11 end 12), 
three flow points (nodal points 10,11 and 12), four flow points (nodal 
points 9»10,11 and 12), and five flow points (nodal points o, >5 10,
11 and 12) for k 0.28 sec For all the orodictnd ccrvoc, 'Lie
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Figure 5*3 Predicted distribution of (A) partial pressure and 
(e) concentration levels of krypton throughout the 
ocular tissues for k=0,0838ec at (a) zero seconds 
(initial distribution), (b) 5 seconds, (c) 20 seconds, 
(d) 50 seconds, (e) 100 seconds and (f) 250 seconds#
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Figure 5,4 Predicted distribution of (A) partial pressure and 
(b) concentration levels of krypton throughout the 
ocular tissues for k=0.5 sec” at (a) zero seconds 
(initial distribution), (b) 5 seconds, (c) 20 seconds, 
(d) 50 seconds and (e) 100 seconds#
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initial partial pressure levels (at time zero) were taken as constant 
over the flow points and zero at all other nodel points*
The predicted curves were compared with a corresponding 
experimental washout curve obtained from the study described in 
Chapter 5 (figure The five predicted curves, corresponding
to the different number of flow points, are all characterised by an 
initial exponential decline. The duration of this initial component 
of the curve varies between O.'/P second (l flow point) and 4 seconds 
(5 flow points). The subsequent decline of the predicted curves varies 
in magnitude. However, the five cuxves have a similar shape to that of 
the experimental washout curve.
The choice of the number of nodal points within the choroid 
is arbitrary, dependent solely on the conditions described in section 
4 *5.5 being met. Five nodal points within the choroid were chosen as a. 
compromise between spatial resolution and a practical time interval for 
iteration. The predicted curves obtained with either one or two flow 
points, whilst agreeing with the spatial arrangement of the choroidal 
capillaries, underestimate the duration of the initial exponential 
component, by comparison with the experimental washout curve. The 
diuation of the initial component of the predicted curves obtained \;ith 
either three, four or five flew points all a/pcee with the experimental 
washout curve within statistical accuracy. The predicted curves obtained 
with either four or five flow points underestimate the count rate at later 
times (figure 5* 5b). The predicted curve with tliree flow points ic in 
reasonable ap.'eer.ient with the experimental washout curve at all ti:;-e and 
for t}iis reason three flow points within the choroid wore used in all 
subs equent &tudies.
The comparison between the predicted curve with three flow
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Pigore 5#5 Comparison between a series of predicted washout 
curves having different numbers of flow points 
(k»0,28 sec” ) and an experimental washout curve* 
(a) first 150 seconds (b) first 15 minutes
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points and the experimental washout curve is shomi more clearly in
figure a^b. Prom this comparison the explanation of the complex
natux'e of the washout curve can be obtained* V/ithin the first five
seconds the partial pressure is a maximum within the choroid (figure
5*2a) and the removal of krypton by the choroidal blood flow predominates
over the diffusion of krypton away from the detector* This is borne
out by the fact that the half life of the initial exponential decline
of the predicted curve is 2*5 secondsj corresponding to an exponential
-1
rate constant of 0.2B sec ' * This is equal to the blood flow term 
introduced into the model, indicating that the half life of the initial 
slope is a measure of choroidal blood flow. The magnitude of the blood 
flow is obtained by substituting the half life of the initial slope into 
équation (2-l6).
i.e. p  rz — — — — — -- ml/lOOg/rnin.
/O
At times greater than five seconds the maximum of the partial 
pressure is outwith the choroid. Thus the subsequent decline in radio­
activity is due partially to the removal of krypton by the blood flow 
but also to the diffusion of krypton within the various ocular tissues.
5*4 Variation in blood Flow Term
In order to determine the range over which the inert gas 
clearance method accurately measures choroidal blood flow, predicted 
cur'Ves were obtained for values of the blood flow term, k, within the 
rangs 0 ^ k O.b), Those curves were obtained by assuming
three flow points in the choroid and. assuming that the initial partir 1 
pressures at the flow poinbs wore t}:,o sane.
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Figiire 5*6 Comparison between a predicted washout curve (solid 
line) with three flow points (k=0*28 sec"^) and an 
experimental washout curve (dots).
(a) first 150 seconds (b) first 15 minutes.
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The exponential rate constant of the initial decline of
the predicted curve was equal to the blood flow term over a range of
«.J
values of k between 0.Of5 and 0.83 sec This corresponds to a 
range of choroidal blood flow between 50O and $000 ml/lOOg/min. (figure 
5.7). hithin this range there is good agreement between the predicted 
curves and the experimental washout curves (figures 5.8,5.9 and 5.IO),
The range of choroidal blood flow obtained in the control study (Chapter 
5) corresponds to values of k between 0.11 and O.24 eec*"^ .
For k <1 0.083 sec , the exponential rate constants 
of the initial decline of the predicted curves are significantly greater 
than the corresponding k values. Thus it would appear that below a 
choroidal blood flow value of 5OO iril/lOOg/min (i.e. k <1 0.083 sec”  ^ )
the initiel slope of the washout curve is not solely dependent on the 
blood flow but is partially due to diffusion of krypton away from the 
detector. Figure 5*11 a,b shows the poor correlation between the 
experimental washout curve with an exponential rate constant of 0,05 
sec ^ (T-^- = 14 secs) and a predicted washout with k - O.Op sec
In the situation where only diffusion is occurring* (i.e. 
k = 0), the exponential rate constant of tne initial decline of the 
predicted curve is equal to 0.052 sec  ^ (figure 5*12). The decline 
observed in this situation is due solely to the increase in absorption 
of the lorypton beta particles resulting from the diffusion of krypton 
out of the choroid into the retina and vitreous which are fuirther from 
the detector, however, experimental washout cux'ves have been obtained 
with exponential rate constants less than the theoretical lower limit 
obtained from the predicted curve vrltli k equal to zero. One possible 
explanation of this discrepancy is that In this analysis the arrival of 
ki'yq)ton at the choriocarii],laris was assumed to bo instantaneous. In the
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Figure 5*7 Choroidal blood flow term, k, versus the 
exponential rate constant of the initial 
decline of the predicted curve♦
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Figur© Comparison between a predicted washont curve (solid 
line), kw0*41 seo“ ,^ and a corresponding experimental 
washout curvG (dots),
(a) first 150 seconds (b) first 15 minutes.
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Figure 5*9 Comparison between a predicted washout curve (solid 
line),k=0,17 sec"^, and a corresponding experimental 
washout curve (dots)*
(a) first 150 seconds (b) first I5 minutes*
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Figure 5»10 Comparison between a predicted washout curve (solid
line), io-=*0*085 sec” ,^ and a corresponding experimental 
washout curve (dots).
(a) first 150 seconds (b) first 15 minutes.
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Figure 5*11 Comparison between a predicted washout curve (solid 
line), k = O.O45 seo"^, and a corresponding 
experimental washout curve (dots).
(a) first 150 seconds (b) first I5 minutes.
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Figure 5.12 Predicted washout curve resulting from diffusion 
alone, i.e. k = 0.
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next Goocion the effect of prolonged arrival of krypton on the 
predicted curve will he discussed,
5.5 Prolon ';ed Arrival of ICrypton
In order to study tae effect of prolonged arrival of
Icryptcn at the choriocapillaris the input characteristics of the
partial pressure were modified. The prolonged arrival of krypton was
simulated in the model by maintaining the uniform distribution of partial
pressure over the throe flow points in the choroid for a fixed time, t .
The effect of prolonged arrival of krypton on the washout curve was
studied at values of k = zero, 0,046, 0.035, 0,lf, 0,28, 0,42 and 0,05
sec For each value of k, predicted curves were obtained for values
of t between zero (as in previous studies) and five seconds.
In the situation where only diffusion is occurring (k eciual
to aero), the effect of increasing t is to decrease the value of the
exponential rate constant ( and hence increase the half life) of the
initial decline of the predicted curve. At t equal to zero, corresponding
to an instantaneous arrival of locypton, the value of the exponential rate
*”1
constant was 0,047 sec“ (f-y = I4.7 seconds). For t ~ 5 seconds the 
value of the exponential rate constant has been reduced to 0,027 sec
= 25,4 seconds). The first 50 seconds of a log/linear plot, with k 
equal to zero, are shown in figure 5*13 for values of t ~ zero, 1 second,
5 seconds rnd 5 seconds. It can be seen from this figure that the 
prolonged arrival of krifton also has the effect of delaying the peak 
of the predicted ouz’ve.
For k = 0,046 sec**^  and t =■• 0 the situation exists (section 
5.4) where the exponential rate constant (equal to 0.00 sec ') of the 
initial decline is significantly different from k. As t increases
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Figure 5*15 The effect of prolonged arrival of krypton at the 
eye on the predicted washout curve, k ® 0
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(figure 5*14) the value of the exponential rate constant decreases 
and for t - 4 seconds the value of the exponential rate cons Uant 
(0.048 sec is only slightly greater than k. At t = 5 seconds 
the value of the exponential rate constant (O.O44 secT^) is slightly 
less than k.
In the previous study ( t equal to zero) the exponential 
rate constant of the initial decline of the predicted curve was equal 
to k for k ^ 0.085 sec As t increases the duration of the
initial decline decreases. For k. = 0.085 and O.I67 sec"^ (figures p.15 
and 5.16 respectively) tho exponential rate constant is equal to k 
for t 0,5 second. For t 'y 0.5 second there is a steady decrease in 
the values of the exponential rate constants. At t ~ 5 seconds the values 
of the rate constants were O.U55 and 0,084 sec ^ respectively.
For k -- 0.2B sec the exponential rats constant is equal 
to k for t Oo25 second. At higher values of t there is again a steady 
decrease in the value of the exponential rate constant (figure 5.I7)*
At very high choroidal blood flows (k = 0,417 ejul k - 0,85
sec ■) the exponential rate constant is only equal to k for t equal to
zero (figures f.lb and 5*19 respectively).
It is obvious from this study that the prolonged arrival of
Icrypton at the choriocapillaris can affect the relation between the
initial slope and the blood flow, Im estimate of the duration of the 
arrival of krypton at the choriocapillaris in the experimental situation 
was obtained by measuring the time interval, it.,, between the onset of 
radioactivity and the peak in radioactivity. This interval was deter­
mined in experimental curves with exponential rate cc:stents equa3. to the 
blood flow terms used in this stuup . The vadues of are shown in t-telo 
5.1. Also shown in this table, for each value of is the uiaximun tire, 
Tp, of the peak of the predicted curves for v/hich the exponontla] r-to
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Figure 5.I4 The effect of prolonged arrival of krypton at the ^ 
eye on the predicted washout curve» k - 0.046 sec
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Figure 5«15 The effect of prolonged arrival of krypton at the 
eye on the predicted washout curve» k ® 0*085 sec
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Figure 5.l6 The effect of prolonged arrival of krypton at the 
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Figure 5®19 The effect of prolonged arrival of krypton at the
eye on the predicted washout curveo k - 0,83 sec
Table 5-1 Values of (mean - I S.D.) and Tp for
various values of the exponential rate constant
EXPONENTIAL 
RATE CONSTANT
(sec."^) (secs.) (secs.)
0.0464 3.2+ 2.4
0,083 2.4^ 1.3 0.73
0.17 1.7^ 1.0 0.73
0.28 1.2 to.5 0.3
0.42 l.ot 0.4 0.23
0.83 0.8“ 0.4 0.23
5o9
constfint ecjuals k.
At all values of the exponential rate constant Y , is 
greater than Tp. This suggests that the relation between the initial 
slope and the choroidal blood flow may be influenced by the prolonged 
arrival of krypton at the eye. However, two further factors have to 
be considered. Firstly, the time constant (0.4 second) of the 
recording system may give rise to an overestimation of T,.. Secondly, 
the fact that a step function, and not a normal distribution, was used 
in the model for the input characteristic of the arrival of krypton at 
the choriocapillaris would lead to an underestimation of Tp. These two 
factors tend to equalise and Tp.
Thus, due to these considerations, within a choroidal blood 
flow range of 5^0 - 3OOO ml/lOOg/min (0.083 ^  k ^  O.83), the error
in the measured value of the choroidal blood flow will be significantly 
less than 20;:% At choroidal blood flows less than 3^0 ml/lOOg/min it is 
difficult to correlate the exponential rate constant of the initial 
decline in measured activity with the choroidal blood flow.
The results of this study have explained the existence of 
experimental washout curves havizig exponential rate constants smaller 
than 0,052 (see section 5»4)*
5c6. Retinal Circulation
5.6.10 Introduction
The primate retina is sustained by both the choroidal and 
retinal circulations. In order to determine the effect of tho presence 
of a retinal circulation on trie washout curve the diffusion model was 
modified to accommodate a retinal circulation. The removal of l:r.y,ton 
by tho retinal ci:rculation was represented In the moucl by a term, ly..
5.10
similar to that uoed for the choroid, namely the subtraction of a 
fraction of the concentration values at a niuaber of flow points within 
the retina.
Since later in this section comparison will be made 
between the predicted washout curves and experimental washout curves 
obtained from baboon eyes, the values of the thickness of baboon 
sclera (0.5 nim), choroid (0,12 mm) and retina (0.12 mm) were used in 
the model. Those values were obtained experimentally from fresh tissue 
using a Mercer dial thickness guage. The diffusion coefficients and 
solubilities of krypton in t-ie different rabbit tissues were used.
Three flow points were used in both the choroid and retina (figure 5*20) 
since the retinal circulation is limited to the innermost layers of the 
retina (nodal points 15,16, I?)* O'Day et al (197I) using microsphores 
obtained a value of 0,036 for the ratio of retinal to choroidal blood 
flow in monkeys. Aim and Bill (1973) also using microsphores obtained 
a value of O.OAl. Although those values pertain to total blood flow 
and not capillary blood flow, these results indicate that the retinal 
blood flow is much smaller than the choroidal blood flow. The effect 
of variations in both the retinal and choroidal blood flow terms on the 
washout curve will be described in section 5.6,4 °
5.6.2 Partial Pressure Profiles
Figure 5*21 illustrates partial pressure profiles of krypton 
at 5,20, 100 and 5^0 seconds resulting from diffusion alone, i,e, no 
blood flow present. The profiles were obtained for an ijisianT.ane.
(t - 0) arrival of krypton at both sets of flow points, ‘ihe initial 
partial pressure at the retinal flow points was taken as equal to t!iat 
at tho choroidal flow points. These profiles are siiuLlar to those 
described pj-eviously (f igt.u'e 5,1a), il lus bra ting th,e tenc.oncy of
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Figure 5*20 Initial uniform distribution of partial pressure 
of krypton over 5 flow points in the choroid 
(nodal points 10,11,12) and in the retina 
(nodal points 15,16,17).
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Figure 5*21 Predicted distribution of partial pressure of
krypton throughout the ocular tissues resulting
from pure diffusion,i.e. k »0,k =0, at
o r
(a) zero seconds (initial distribution),
(b) 5 seconds, (c) 20 seconds, (d) 100 seconds 
and (e) 5OO seconds.
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diffusion to equalise the partial pressure throughout the eye,
The effect of removal of krypton by the choroidal and 
retinal circulations on the partial pressure cvuTves is shovm in 
figure 5*22, These profiles v/ere obtained with a choroidal blood 
flow terra (k^) of 0,2 sec ^ and a retinal blood flow term (k^) of 
0,02 sec corresponding to flows of 1200 and 120 ml/lOOg/min. 
respectively. These curves illustrate the diffusion of Iccyjpton from 
the high partial pressure areas in the choroid and retina into the 
other tissues. As was the case with the choroidal circulation present 
alone, the removal of i:r^ q)ton by the choroidal blood flow results in a 
trough in the partial pressure. Thus again there will be diffusion 
at later times from the sclera and retina, towards the choroid. The 
removal of krypton by the retinal blood flow does not result in a 
second trough in partial pressure and would seem from these results 
to be overshadowed by (a) diffusion of krypton and (b) the removal of 
krypton by the choroidal blood flow,
Figure 5*25 shows partial pressure profiles for k^; = 0,077 
sec"^ and = 0,0077 seo"^ (choroidal blood flow - 4^0 ml/lOOg/rain, 
retinal blood flow = 4^ ml/lOOg/min), The partial pressure profiles 
have a similar appearance to those in the previous example with the 
exception that the trough in the partial pressure cui’ve is much shallow^ 
or.
5.6.5. Predicted Ivashout Curves
Predicted washout curves \io.re obtained in a similar manner 
to tliat described previously. The curves presented in this section 
were obtained with an initial uniform distribution of partial pressure 
over both sots of flow points. The affect of different values of 
iïjiiial ua.rtial oressure in the choroid and retina and the effect of
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Figure 5»22 Predicted distribution of partial pressure of
krypton throughout the ocular tissues for
k = 0.2 sec™ , k = 0,02 sec” at (a) zero seconds 
c r
(initial distribution), (b) 5 seconds, (c) 20 seconds, 
(d) 50 seconds, (e) 100 seconds and (f) 250 seconds.
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Figure 5«23 Predicted distribution of partial pressure of krypton 
throughout the ocular tissues for k 0.077 sec“ ,^
■1
= 0.0077 sec at (a) zero seconds (initial 
distribution)y (b) 5 seconds, (c) 20 seconds,
(d) 50 seconds, (e) 100 seconds and (f) 25O seconds,
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prolonged arrival of krypton at the eye will be diecuased in
subsequent sections.
Figure 5»24 a,b illustrates a comparison between a
predicted ou_rve (k^ = 0.077 sec"^, = 0,0077 sec”^) and an
experimental washout curve obtained from a baboon's eye (see
Chapter 7). The exponential rate constant of the initial decline
of the predicted curve is equal to k^ indicating that, as in the
previous study, the initial exponential decline of the washout
curve is a measure of choroidal blood flow. The analysis of the
subsequent decline of the predicted curve into a second exponential
component to correspond to the removal of krypton by the retinal
circulation is difficult and results in large errors for arqr value
of the second exponential, rate constant, fTo correlation was
obtained between this exponential rato constant and k ,r
The results of this model imply (at these values of k^
and k ) that the initial decline of the washout curve for primate eyes 
r
is a measure of choroidal blood flow, whereas the subsequent decline 
is diffusion dependent,
5.6,4" Variation in Blood Flow Terms
In order to determine the effects of variations in chor­
oidal and retinal blood flows on the washout curve, predicted curves 
were obtained (’-rith similar initial conditions as before) for - 
zero, 0.0166, 0.0)52, O.O416, 0,05, 0.0534, O.O665, 0.085, 0.1, 0.115, 
0,155, 0.16b and 0.2 sec At each of these values of a series of
predicted curves were obtained for values of ^ k .r c
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Figure 5*24 Comparison between a predicted washout curve, 
= 0,077 sec*^, = 0.0077 sec"^5 and a 
corresponding experimental washout curve*
(a) first 150 seconds (B) first 15 minutes
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The variation of the exponential rate constant of the
initial decline of tlie predicted curve with the retinal blood flow
term, k ^  is shown in figure 5*25 a,b for various values of For
k <2 0,066 sec “ the exponential rate constant overestimates k and c c
increases as increases. For 0,066 ^  k^ ^  0,155 (corresponding 
to choroidal blood flows between 4CO and 800 ml/lOOg/min) the exponen­
tial rate constant is equal to and within limits is independent of 
k^. At values of k^ greater than 0,155 the exponential rate constant 
is again, within limits, independent of k^. However, it now laider-
estimates k ,
0
The increase in the exponential rate constant at relatively
high values of k^ can obviously be explained by the increased importance
of the retinal circulation. For O.O66 ^  k ^  0,155 the ratio k /k
c r
at the point at which the exponential rate constant 110 longer equals 
varies between 0,09 and 0,4» These values are much greater than the value 
of 0,04 obtained by O'Day et al (1971) and by Aim and Bill (1975) for 
the ratio of retinal to choroidal blood flow. Thus for choroidal blood 
flow values between 4OO and 800 ml/lOOg/min the model suggests that 
within physiological limits of retinal blood flow the initial slope of 
the washout curve is dependent solely on the choroidal blood flow.
The relation between the exponential rate constant and
is shown more clearly in figures 5*26 and 5*27* In figure 5*26 is
compared with the exponential rate constant. The horizontal bars 
indicate the range of values of the exponential rate constant at a given 
value of obtained by varying k^ within the range 0 “S- k.^  ^ ^
Figure 5*27 is a similar graph of against exponential rate constant.
The points on this graph v/ere obtained with k^ - 0,1 x k^,
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There are two differences between this graçh and the
corresponding one for the rabbit model (figure 5*7)* At lo'w levels
of k the exponential rate constant no longer eouals k . In the 
c 0
previous case in which only choroidal circulation was included this 
lower limit occurred at k = 0.083 sec (choroidal blood flow = 500 
inl/lOOg/min), In the situation with the dual circulation, this lower 
limit occm:red at k - 0*066 eec"^ (choroidal blood flow = 400 ml/lOOg/ 
min).
The fact that the exponential rate const Em t is greater them
k at low levels of k is attributable to the increased contribution c c
from the diffusion of krypton from the choroid into tho retina. Where
circulation is assumed in both the choroid and the retina the initial
partial pressure gradient between tho two is reduced and diffusion
effects are small initially.
The other major difference between the two models occurs
at high values of k^, 1/hereas in the pux'ely choroidal circulation
model there was no upper limit, in the case of the dual circulation
„1
model when k^ is greater than 0,155 sec the exponential rate constant 
underestimates k^. This was thought to be due to diffusion of krypton 
from the retina into the choroid. Initially the partial pressures at 
the choroidal and retinal flow points are equal. After the first removal 
of Icrypton by the circulations the partial pressure will be lower in 
the choroid than in the retina* Thus at high choroidal blood flows 
there will be a significant partial pressure difference between the 
choroid and retina resulting in the diffusion of krypton front the retina 
into the choroid. This effect will tend to increase the count rate 
and hence reduce the s?ope of the washout curve.
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5«6o5, Partial Pressure Variation
In order to determine whether or not the differences 
between the two models was due to the existence of a region of 
hi.^ h partial pressm:e in the retina predicted curves were obtained
for - 0.033 sec"'^ , (k^ = 0.0033 sec“^), k - 0.1 sec“ ,^ (k^ =
1 -» 3 — 1
0.01' sec ), and = 0.2 sec \ (k^ - 0,02 sec ) at partial pressure
ratios (retina/choroid) of 1, 0,73, O.3, 0.23, 0,1 and 0,03,
For all three values of reduction of the partial pressure ratio
resulted in an increase in the exponential rate constant (figure 3™2B)
confirming the previous explanation for the difference between the two
models.
3.6,6* Prolonged Arrival of Xrvnton
The effect of prolonged arrival of krypriton at the eye was 
studied for three sets of blood flow terms in a similar manner to that 
described in section 5*5,
The prolonged arrival of krypton (i.e. increasing t) had 
a similar effect in the dual circulation model as that in the purely 
choroidal circulation model. For = 0,033 sec ^ (k^ = 0,0033 sec 
there was a steady decrease in the value of the exponential rate constant 
from 0.0405 sec ' at t ~ 0 to 0.0208 sec at t = 3 seconds (figure
5.29)
For k = 0.1 sec (k = 0,01 sec ) the exponential rate 
c r ^
constant equalled k^ for t ^ 0,23 second. Above this value there was
a steady decrease in the exponential rate constant.
At high values of k (k =0,2 sec k = 0.02 sec
c c ’ r
there was also a steadx decrease in the value of the exponential rate
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Figure 5*28 Exponential rate constant of the initial decline 
of the predicted curve versus the initial partial 
pressure ratio of krypton in the retina and 
choroid.
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constant as t increases.
T]ie results of this study, as before, indicate that the
prolonged arrival of krypton at the eye could affect the relation
between the initial decline in radioactivity and the choroidal blood 
flow. However, as was the case in the rabbit model, the assumption
of a step function for the arrival of krypton at the eye is un­
realistic. Thus, in practice, the error in the choroidal blood flow 
ineasiLrenient is difficult to estimate but will be of the same order as 
in the rabbit model, i.e. ^  20;/,:'.
5•7 Discussion
The four major limitations of the diffusion model are;
(1) diffusion was only considered in one dimension,
(2) the boundary between the sclera and the detector was assumed 
to be impervious,
($) the values of the solubility and diffusion coefficients were 
obtained by in vitro methods,
(4) the approximation m-thod of obtaining solutions of the partial 
differential diffusion equations.
The errors resulting from the use of txie finite-difference 
method has been shovm to be much smaller than the statistical accuracy 
of the data points of the washout curve (section 4 ,4) and can therefore 
be ignored.
The first two limitations are inherent in the simplification 
of the anatomy of the eye into a practical m/del for the solution of 
the differential diffusion ecuation. The eye with its specialised 
anatomy is more amenable to this t.rectr.;ent than i-ny other organ. The 
assumption of an i;eyorvious boundary bet'ween the sc].ora ana the 
detector arose from the difficulty in decidln,., tiie physical nature vf
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the junction. Since the concentration of krypton at this junction 
is relatively small (figure 9*2h) any error arising from the 
assumption will he small.
The details of the experimental determinations of the 
solubility and diffusion coefficients are described in Chapter 6.
In the present study only bulk diffusion of krypton in tissue has 
been considered, ho attempt has been made to account for intra and 
extracellular diffusion. There have been widely conflicting reports 
concerning the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient of substances 
within cellsu Several studies have yielded values of the order of 
10  ^ cm^ sec  ^ (Ling, Ochensenfeld and K'arreman, lO^Y; Bunch and
Kallsen, 1969; Kushmerick and Podolsky, 1969) whereas other studies 
have yielded values of 10™? to lo”^^ om^ sec~^ (Dick, 1959, Fenichel 
and Horowitz, 1965; Hills, I967). If Hills' results are true then intra­
cellular diffusion rates would be several orders of magnitude less than 
extracellular rates. Evans, Busuttil, Gillespie and Unsv/orth (1974) 
have reviewed these studies and from their own investigations have 
concluded that the diffusion coefficient of xenon in cytoplasm must be
fw. 0 2 W  ]
greater than 2,2 x 10 cm sec several orders of magnitude greater 
than that obtained by Hills.
Despite these limitations this study of diffusion of krypton 
in ocular tissue has provided en explanation for the complex nature of 
the washout curve. The detailed results of the model have shown that 
for choroidal blood flow values above 5OO ml/lOOg/nin in the rabbit the 
initial slope of the washout ctirve is a measure of choroidal blood flow. 
In tlie case of tne baboon it has been shown that, within a physiological 
ran,-e of. retinal blood flow, the initial slope of the washout curve is 
related to t'ae choeoldal blood flow for blood flov/ values Loin the 
raiy/e 4^0 to GOO ml/10 Ig/r'.j.n. ho con elation was oatwa.^  n any
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later slope c.nd retinal blood flow.
In both the rabbit and baboon the lower limit to the 
relation between the initial slope and tlie choroidal blood flow 
arises from the increased contribution to the clearance from 
diffusion of krypton away from the detector. In the rabbit no 
upper limit is indicated by the model. In practice the upper limit 
arises when the initial exponential slope is of the same order as 
that observed during the passage of a non-diffusible indicator.
This sets an upper limit of about 6000 ral/lOOg/min. In the baboon 
the model indicated that the presence of a retinal circulation gives 
rise to an upper limit at BOO ml/lOOg/min.
The results of the studies on the effect of prolonged 
arrival of krypton at the eye indicate that this factor does have an 
effect on the relation between initial slope tmd choroidal blood flow. 
In the experimental situation it is difficult to measure the duration 
of the arrival of krypton at the eye. Thus the error arising from 
this effect is difficult to estimate but will be significantly less 
than 20;,'?.
The thickness of the various tissues in tlio human eye wall 
ex'e different from, those of the baboon. As a preliminary investigation 
into the effect of tissue thickness on the washout curve, predicted 
washout curves were obtained for " 0.035, 0.1 and 0,2 sec for 
different tnicknesaes of the ocular tissues. Throe sets of values of 
thickness of the sclera, csoroid and retina were used corresponding to 
anterior, opuatorial and j;osterior rc^gions of the human eye. These 
values were taken from no^pn, Alvarado and hediell (iS'Tl) and are shown 
in table 5*2. The values of the exponential rate constants obba.inea
Table 5*2 Variation in thickness of the sclera, choroid 
and retina of the human eye
Region
Sclera
Thickness (cm) 
Choroid Retina
Anterior 0,06 0.015 0.010
Equatorial 0 .0$ 0.010 0.018
Posterior 0.10 0.022 0,056
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from these predicted curves are shown in. table 5.5*
“1
Jj'or = 0.1 sec the exponential rate constant for
the initial slope of the predicted, curve equals for each of the
-'J
three renions. For - 0,055 sec " the exponential rate constants 
differ slightly and all overestimate k^« For k^ = 0,2 sec all
three values again differ, each, underestimating k These results
indicate that the inert gas clearance method will jive an esimate 
of choroidal blood flow through the human eye. However, the range 
of blood flow over which the method gives a true measure of blood 
flow will depend on the region of the eye under study. Similar 
studies as those described in this chapter will he undertaken to 
investigate this in detail, the results of which are outwith the 
scope of this thesis.
Table 5«-3 The effect of changes in eyewall thickness on the
exponential rate constant of the initial decline of 
predicted curve for three values of the choroidal 
blood flow term, k
Region Exponential Rate Constant (sec~^)
k = 0,055 k = 0.1 k = 0.2 c c c
Anterior
Equatorial
Posterior
■ . . _ ..
0,050 0.1 0.144
0,049 0.1 0.155 
0,062 0.1 0.151
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Chapiter 6
Measurement of Linear Absorption Coefficient. 
Colubility and '.Diffusion Joef ficients
6 cl Introduction
This oha;pter presents the experimental procedures and 
results of measurements of the constants used in the model described 
earlier. These are:-
(1) the correction term for the absorption of the 
krypton beta particles in tissue (the linear 
absorption coefficient),
(2) the solubility of krypton in ocular tissue and 
in blood, and
(5) the diffusion coefficient of krypton in ocular 
tissue,
6.2 Measurement of Linear Absorption Coefficient
6,2.1 Introduction
The coiuit rate measured by a detector from a source of 
beta particles declines exponentially as the thickness of absorbing 
material between the detector and source is increased, provided the 
thickness of the absorber is less than the maximum range of the beta 
particles (Hine and Brownell, 195S). For a given thickness of absorber, 
the count rate, I, is given by:
1 = 1 . 0  (6-1)
0 '
, or I = I . e " (6-2)
o ' /
where I = t>.ie count rate with absorber absent, o '
X = the thickness of absorber in cm. f
m = the thickness of absorber in mg/cm^,
= the linear absorption coefficient ( c m a n d  
= t;ie mass absorption' ooefficiGnt (cm'- ni^“- l .
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The linear absorption coefficient is related to the mass 
absorption coefficient by the expression:
^ = P ' (6-5)
where p = the density of the material (mg/om^)*
For a given beta energy the mass absorption coefficient is to a 
good approximation independent of the absorber material* Thus the 
linear absorption coefficient of tissue can be calculated from the 
mass absorption coefficient in other materials e*g* aluminium 
(p = 2620 mg/cm'^) and melinex (p = I5IO mg/cm^)*
Since,
n (tissue) == u (aluminium) = p. (melinex)
^.(tissue) = p(tisaiie) « p^ (^aluiïiinium)
= p(tissue) * p^(melinex)
The density of tissue wag assumed to be 1000 ing/om'
( 6»4)
6*2,2 Method
The mass absorption coefficient of aluminium and
melinex were obtained by placing loiovm. thicknesses of the material
between the Geiger - Muller tube and a Jcrypton source (figure 6,l)
and noting the change in count rate* The thickness of material
(in yum) was determined using a Mercer dial thickness guage* This
o
was converted to mg/cm'' by the relation
Lead
Shielding
(5)
'
s ;
G e ig e r-Müüer Tube 
Absorber
x j1 1
Ut
(I)
Krypton -  85
Figure 6.1 Apparatus for measurement of absorption coefficient, 
(l) Indium seal (s) Clamping screw
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6.2.5 Hesuitft
The decline in detected radioactivity with increasing 
thickness of aluminium and of melinex is shovm. in figures 6.2 and
6.5 respectively. The graph of count rate on a logarithmic scale 
against absorber thickness on a linear scale (figure 6.4) was linear 
for both aluminium and melinex (r = 0,999 and r = 0,990 respectively) 
The mass absorption coefficients obtained from the graphs were
(aluminium) == 0.0206 cm /mg
and p. (melinex) 0.0191 cm^/mg
m
Application of equation (6-4) to these values results in 
values of 20.6 and I9.I cm ^ for the linear absorption coefficient in 
tissue.
Substitution of the mean value (l9»9 cm"^) for the 
linear absorption coefficient into equation (6«l), with = 1, gives 
the correction factor for absorption of the beta particles in tissue 
to be applied to the concentration values at the nodal points,
i.e. correction factor = ^ (o™^)
whore X = distance (cm) from the detector.
6,5 Ileasûrement of solubility of kryoton 
6,5*1 Introduction
The solubility of a gas in a liquid can be expressed in 
several ways (Xety, 195l)*
(1) The huenen solubility^coefficient, defined as 
the amount of gas (era"') at oTID, taken up by 
I g:m o f liquid.
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Figure 6.2 Radioactivity versus absorber thickness. 
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Figure 6.4 Radioactivity (logarithmic scale) versus absorber 
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(2) The Bunsen solubility coefficient, defined as 
the amount of gas (cra5) at STPD taken up by 
1 ml of the liquid at the temperatux’e observed»
(5) The Ostwald solubility coefficient, defined as the 
amount of gas (cm?) at ambient conditions taken up 
by 1 ml of the liquid at the temperature observed»
The solubility coefficients are related by the equation
-  ^ 0(1 tc<.t)S^ ~yS^o(i •hfx'.t) 
where A  = Ostwald solubility coefficient,
^  w Kuenen solubility coefficient, 
y3, = Bunsen solubility coefficient,
c/ « expansion coefficient for gas = 1/273p and
^^ « density of solution at t°0 ,
6.3.2 Method (liquid samnles)
The Ostwald solubility coefficient was determined for 
water, rabbit vitreous, whole blood, plasma and erythrocytes* 
Approximately 1 ml of the liquid sample was placed in a glass vial 
(volume 3*&ml) and equilibrated at 37°C with approximately 3^ \iOi 
of krypton - 83. Measurements were made at various equilibration 
periods between 0,5 and 24 hours,
Heparinsed arterial blood samples were obtained from 
rabbits prior to death. This blood was used for the measurements 
on whole blood, erythrocytes and plasma. The plasma was separated
by spinning the blood in a centrifuge at 3OOO rpra for 20 minutes.
The total radioactivity, , in the vial was determined
by counting the 0,51 Mev /-emission (see Table 3«l) in a well
scintillation counter (rS 5502/8622). At the end of the equilibration 
period a fraction of the sample (approximately 0. /j.ml) was pipetted 
into a second vial and the radioactivity, determined as before.
6o5
The transfer of only a fraction of the sample avoided the 
transfer of radioactive gas. The time taken for the transfer of 
the sample between the vials varied between 10 and ^0 seconds. 
The volumes of liquid equilibrated and transferred were obtained 
by weighing; the volumes being obtained from previously 
determined graphs of weight of sample versus volume of sample 
(figure 605)«
The Ostwald solubility coefficients^ , is equivalent
to
radioactivity/ml of liquid
radioactivity/ml of air 
In terms of the measured quantities^
Ai A /V:
(A, ^
A  s. C \ — Ve.')
A» -Vq — A 2 - \/c
V
where ^  = solubility coefficient,
s radioactivity in first vial (gas T sample),
Ag <=> radioactivity in second vial (sample),
= volume of first vial (ml),
= volume of liquid equilibrated (ml), and 
- volume of liquid transferred (ml).
This method is similar in many respects to that 
employed by Ladefoged and Anderson (1967). One difference is 
that Ladefoged and Anderson used rubber-capped vials and 
transferred the liquid sample by connecting the two vials with 
a needle. In this study the glass vials were sealed by heat.
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This method overcomes any difficulties arising from absorption of 
krypton by the rubber caps of the vials*
6*5*5 Method (tissue samples)
Tissue samples were obtained from freshly enucleated 
rabbits' eyes which were dissected under saline to give samples of 
sclera, choroid and retina weighing between 0*015g and 0«Q5g* The 
solubility coefficient was determined by a method similar to that 
employed in the liquid samples* The transfer of the tissue between 
the two vials at the end of the equilibration period was achieved by 
introducing approximately 1 ml of saline Into the first vial displacing 
the gas above the tissue. The tissue and a fraction of the saline were 
then pipetted into the second vial. This avoided transfer of the 
radioactive gas*
For the tissue sfmiples the solubility coefficient,A , was
taken
A radioactivity/g of tissue // n\
radioactivity/ml of air
In terms of the measured quantitiesî
A z  / m
CAi Au)
where Oi » solubility coefficient,
= radioactivity in first vial (gas f sample), 
Ag - radioactivity in second vial (sample),
}R - mass of the tissue sample (g),
volume of ‘bhe vial (ml), and
- volume of the tissue sample (ml)*
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Table 6.1 Ostwald solubility coefficient for
krypton at 37^C (mean + 1 S.D.)
SAMPLE NUMBER
OF
MEASUREMENTS
SOLUBILITY
COEFFICIENT
Water 32 0.067Î 0,005
Whole 
Blood 
(Hot. 38)
32 0.076 + 0.007
Plasma 32 0.059~ 0.005
Erythrocytes 32
+
0.107 " 0.009
Sclera 46 0.028 - 0.006
Choroid 0.030 “ 0.008
Retina 35 0 .062- 0.011
Vitreous 28 0.059” 0.008
6,7
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At least four determinations of solubility for each sample 
were made for equilibration periods of -4 hr., 1 hr., 2 krs*, 3 hrs.,
4 lirs., 5 hrs. y and 24 lu's. The result.s for each sample are shown 
in figwes 6,6 to 6,15 ae a graph of solubility against equilibration 
time. The mean result for each sample over nil equilibration times is 
shown in table 6,1 ,
6,5.5 Discussion
The extrapolation of the in vitro solubility measurements 
to living tissue depends on the validity of several assumptions. Firstly, 
essentially complete equilibrium of krypton with the sample must have 
been achieved by the end of the equilibration period. The fact that 
the solubility coefficients were not significantly different after 
periods of equilibration varying between 0,5 and 24 hours, would suggest 
that equilibration had occurired in all cases.
Secondly it has to be assumed that tissue unmaintained 
for the duration of the experiment has a krypton uptake similar to 
that of living tissue. In a similar investigation Conn (196I) found 
similar xenon uptake by whole blood, skeletal muscle and by liver in 
vivo and in vitro.
The magnitude of the error resulting from the loss of 
krypton from the sample during the transfer between the two vials was 
estimated by considering the rate of diffusion of krypton out of the 
sample. When one face of an extended sample containing krypton at 
uniform partial pressure is suddently i^iaintainsd at zero partial 
pressure, the mean partial pressure of krypton within the sample will 
decline exponentially. The half lifepfy, to a first approximation is 
given by (Cillespie and Unsworth, 196b)£
rr * L&
     6.8
■where L = thickness of the sample (cm), and 
I) - diffusion coefficient (cjii sec” ),
(see section 6,4 *2),
During the period between opening the vial and the 
start of pipetting (approximately 5 seconds) the mean partial 
pressux'e will decline with a half life of the order of 20 seconds.
This corresponds to a 10/) loss of krypton. This estimate assumes 
%oro partial pressure of Icrypton in the vial above the sample, which 
is not the case. Thus, the true loss will be less than 10;-% During 
the period the sample is within the pipette ( ^  I5 seconds) the 
half life for the liquid samples will be of the order of 10 seconds 
(L % 1 cm). Thus there will be negligible loss of krypton during
this phase of the transfer. For the tissue samples any loss of 
krypton will be into the s'urrounding saline. Host of this saline 
is pipetted into the second vial. Any fur’bher loss of krypton from 
either the liquid or tissue samples will be contained within the 
second vial. Thus the loss of krypton from tlie sample during transfer 
will be less than 10;6.
The solubility values obtained in this study are in agree­
ment with those found by other workers (table 6.2), Friedman, Zopald 
and Smith (I964) obtained a value of ’’slightly greater than one” for 
the ratio of the solubility of ]rcr;,q)ton in the cat retina to the solub­
ility in whole blood (i.e. the partition coefficient). The value 
obtained in this study was 0.02 f 0.2. Since the solubility of krypton 
in erythrocytes is significantly different from that in plasma (table 
6.2), the magnitude of this ratio is dependent on the haematocrit. 
Figure 6.1.:l snows the variation in the partition cooCficient of the 
retina with haematoorit for the limited data available from Mvi « c
Table 6.2 Ogtwald solubility coefficient for krypton
at in various solvents - literature values
SOLVENT OSTWALD REFERENCE
COEFFICIENT
Water 0.052 * Von Antropoff (I9I9)
0.052 Valentiner (l930)
0.0499 Hardewig, Rochester and Brocoe
(i960)
0.048 * Yeh and Peterson (1964)
0.067 Present study
Plasma 0.051 Hardewig et al (I960)
0.053 * Muehlbaecher, DeBon and
Featherstone (1966)
0.059 Present study
Erythrocytes 0.120 Muehlbaecher et al (1966)
0.107 Present study
Whole blood 0.045 * Yeh and Peterson (1965)
0.085 Muehlbaecher et al (1966)
0.076 Present study
Lipids:
olive oil 0.49 Lawrence, Loomis, Tobias and
Tunpin (1946)
0.458 Yeh and Peterson (1963)
human fat 0.462 Yeh and Peterson (1963)
Tissues:
Brain Yeh and Peterson (I965)
homogenate 0.0454
muscle 0.0439
sclera 0.028 Present study
Choroid 0.030
retina 0.062
vitreous 0.059
Values are calculated from Bunsen coefficient
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Figure 6*14 Partition coefficient (retina) versus haematoorit,
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These workers also obtained a value of "slightly less than one" for 
the partition coefficient of the choroid. In vivo, the choroid 
comprises approximately blood by volume. Unlike Friedman,
Kopald and Smith (1964) the value of the solubility of Iccypton in the 
choroid (o.OpO) obtained in this study was for exsanguated choroid.
This value is smaller by a factor of two than the solubility^ of krypton 
in whole blood and is significantly lower than that obtained by 
Lawrence. Loomis, Tobias and Turpin (1946) and by Yeh and Peterson 
(1965) for the solubility of kr;/pton in lipids (table 6,2),
The true value of the solubility of krypton in the choroid 
(including its contained blood) is
0.95 i w a  + 0.05
where = the solubility of Icrypton in whole blood, and
\  = the solubility of krypton in exsanguated choroid.
The percentage error involved in using in the model the 
solubility of krypton in whole blood as the solubility of krypton in 
the choroid (including its contained blood) is thus:
f  y-!!!L±ÇLO^ _hrfM, \  X- too
V. O-^XSB O-OS J
This is of the order of 3,6.
6.4 Measurement of the Diffusion Coefficient of krypton
6.4 « I Introduction
The measurement of the diffusion coefficients of krypton 
in rabbit sclera, choroid, retina and vitreous were obtained using the 
radioisotope technique developed by Unsworth and Gillespie (l9?l).
These workers have shown that the ratio of the diffusion 
coefficients in water of xenon and krypton is equal to the inverse
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ratio of their molecular weights. This relation is tlie same as that 
given hy Graham's Law, In this method it is necessary to detect the 
^radiation from the dissolved gas (see section 6,4 ,2). Unfortunately 
only 0.71 of the total amissions from i:rypton -85 are ^ -rays as 
compared to 55f^  ^  emission from xenon -135. In order to obtain 
sufficient statistical accuracy the diffusion coefficient of krypton 
in the samples were obtained by first determining the diffusion 
coefficients of xenon and applying the relation observed by Unsworth 
and Gillespie.
6.4.2 Theory
It has been shown (Oarslaw and Jaeger, 1939î Gillespie 
and Unsworth, 1968) that when one face of an extended slice of 
homogeneous material initially containing a dissolved gas at uniform 
partial pressure is suddenly maintained at zero partial pressure the 
mean partial pressure of the gas within the material will initially 
decrease rapidly owing to the very steep partial pressure gradients 
at the surface. At times greater than O.lL^/u, where L(cin) is the 
thickness of the material and D(cm^/seo.) is the diffusion coefficient 
of the ,^ as in the material, the mean partial pressure decreases at a 
less rapid monoexponential rate. The diffusion coefficient is related 
to the halving time, T|r (secs), of the exponential by the formula
I a=
^  (6-11)
iVt
If the'dissolved gas is radioactive and emits^radiation, 
then a narrowly collimated scintillation detector will have a unifomi 
detection efficiency for plane sources at various depths in the material,
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providing absorption is negligible. The count rate will therefore 
be proportional to the mean partial pressure of the gas within the 
material. At later times the radioactivity will thus decline at a 
monoexponential rate with a halving time given by equation (6-11).
This technique has the advantages, (a) that high 
sensitivity can be achieved thereby allowing thin layers of tissue 
to be studied, and (b) that tissue uptake is measured directly rather 
than indirectly as in other methods by deducing it from the loss of 
gas from the surrounding media (hVans, Busuttil, Gillespie and 
Unsworth, 1974)*
6,4*3 method
The apparatus used is shown in figure 6-I5. Approximately 
0.5 ml of gas containing approximately lOCy^Gi of xenon -I35 was 
introduced into the sample vessel, Measurements were made on freshly 
taken samples of rabbit sclera, choroid and retina which were placed 
on a glass microscopy slide within the sample vessel. Measurements 
were also obtained from vitreous samples with thicknesses between 
0.6 mm and 1.5 mm, care being taken to level the vessel before each 
measurement to ensure constancy of thickness within the vessel. The 
depth of the vitreous samples was determined from the volume of 
vitreous introduced into the vessel and the cross sectional area of tlie 
vessel. Thicknesses of the tissue samples \/ere determined from the 
sample area and the weight of the sample. A specific gravity of 1.04 
was assumed for all tissue samples in this calculation.
The samples were allowed to equilibrate with the xenon 
at atmospheric pressure for at least four times the expected halving 
time. At the end of the equilibration period the space above the 
sample was continuously flushod, with otr at a rate of 20 ml/sec. The
XT)
;o5)
air
pumpatmosphere
No!
scintillation
detector
lead shielding
Figure 6,15 Apparatus for measuring diffusion coefficient, 
(l) Indium seal (S) Clamping screw
iT) Tissue sample (CS) Glass slide
(y) Mercury valve
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BO kev r/:enon -1$$ ^ radiation from the seunple was counted using a 
collimated sodium iodide scintillation detector, coupled via a 
pulse height analyser to a digital ratemeter and printer.
The system was tested for xenon retention by observing 
the clearance of xenon from the vessel with no sample present. An 
equilibration period of $0 minutes was used in this test,
6.4•4 Results
Two sets of apparatus were used. Figure 6-16 shows 
the clearance of xenon from the empty sample vessel of the first 
apparatus used for the tissue studies. The initial count rate was 
approximately 200000 counts per second. The clearance halving time 
was of the order of 1.0 second. However, the residual count rate, 
although varying very slowly, was significantly above room back­
ground levels. This was thought to be due to absorption of xenon 
into the araldite joins between the glass ’Y ’-tubes of the rpercury 
valves and the metal (brass) sample vessel.
It was possible to allow for this in the measurements 
on the tissue samples. Figure 6-17 shows the clearance of xenon 
from a retinal sample of thickness 0,025 cm. The radioactivity 
declines at a monoexponential rate for approximately two halving 
times before declining at a much slower rate. Approximately three 
minutes after the start of the clearance the sample was removed from 
t}ie vessel and ühe radioactivity monitored for a further ten minutes. 
The residual radioactivity variation was extrapolated and subtracted 
from the sample clearance curve. The result of this subtraction is 
shown in figure 6-13. The halving time was obtained from this groph.
I50 100 150
Time • seconds
Figure 6.16 Clearance of xenon from empty sample vessel, 
(1st apparatus).
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Figure 6,17 Clearance of xenon from a retinal sample.
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Figure 6,18 Result of subtraction of residual radioactivity^
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In tho vitreous measurements it was not possible to 
remove the sample during the clearance because of the liquid nature 
of the sample, A new apparatus was constructed. The glass *Y’-tubes 
of the mercury valves were replaced by metal tubes, soldered to the 
sample vessel. This avoided bhe use of araldite. The clearance of 
xenon from the empty sample vessel, of the second apparatus is sliown
in figure 6-19. As before, the clearance halving time was of the
order of one seco.ad. However, the residual comit rate was only 
marginally greater than the room backgx'oiuid, showing that incorpor­
ation of xenon in the various parts of the sample vessel and in valves 
was negligible.
Two uîcasurements of the diffusion coefficient in vitreous 
were made at thicknesses of 0.073> 0,086, 0,063 and 0,lh5 cm. The
clearance of xenon from a vitreous sample of thiclaiess 0,080 cm is shown
in figure 6-20, The halving times corresponding to the various thick­
nesses are shown in table 6.3» Figure 6,21 is a graph of the square 
of the sample thicVmess (L^) against the halving time (l%). The 
diffusion coefficient of xenon in rabbit vitreous was calculated, using 
equation (6~ll), from the slope of this .jraph. The diffusion 
coefficients of xenon in rabbit sclera, choroid and retina were 
calculated by substituting the halving times into equation (6-II).
The mean diffusion coefficients so determined are shown in table 6,4.
The calculated values of the diffusion coefficient of lorypton in the 
various samples are also shown in this table.
6.4*9 discussion
ft was evident from the results of clearance studies with 
the sample ve>:seJ. empty that the lower 11:lit to the Taeasûrement of 
clearance hrIv.lnj time was of the order of one second. In the various 
experiments the clearance l.alvin ; time varies between If saconus
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Figure 6.19 Clearance of xenon from empty sample vessel. 
(2nd apparatus).
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Figure 6*20 Clearance of xenon from a vitreous sample*
Table 6.3 Final exponential clearance half-lives 
for various thicknesses of vitreous
Thickness 
L (cm)
0.063 0.075 0.088 0.125
Half life 1 80 150 190 415
T-^  (sec) 2 105 l4o 175 440
cm"
0-020
0 016
0 • 012
0-008
0 004
0 000
0 100 200 300 400 500
Ti^  (seconds)
Figure 6*21 (vitreous thickness,!) versus clearance 
halving timejT^^^*
Table 6,4 Diffusion Coefficients (mean s^S.D.)
Tissue
Number
of
Measurements
Diffusion
Coefficient
XENON
(x 10 ^cm^ sec ^)
Calculated
Diffusion
Coefficient
KRYPTON
(x 10”^cm^sec’*^ )
Sciera 6 1.3 + 0.3 1.6 + 0.3
Choroid 5 0,61 + 0.14 0.76 + 0.14
Retina 5 0.64 + 0.03 0.80 + 0.03
Vitreous 8 0.96 + 0.12 1.2 + 0.12
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(choroid) and 440 seconds (vitreous). These values are at least 
one order of magnitude greater than those obtained with the vessel 
empty.
In this study the diffusion coefficient was calculated 
from an expression (equation 6-11) relating the diffusion coefficient 
to the clearance halving time. This relation involves the assumption 
that the clearance of xenon is from a tissue sample of infinite area. 
The error resulting from diffusion out of the edges of a tissue sample 
of finite area was investigated. At later times the clearance halving 
time from a cuboid tissue sample is given by
f  1
-i (6-12)
(Unsworth, 1974
where
L.
private communication)
: thickness of sample (cm),
= length of sample (cm),
: breadth of sample (cm), and
D = diffusion coefficient (crn^  sec
The percentage error resulting from neglecting edge 
diffusion from a cuboid tissue sample was taken as
where
error - ) X loo
true clearance halving time obtained from 
equation (6-12), and
- clearance halving time assuming an infinite 
tissue sample (equation (u-ll)).
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Tima, substituting' from equations (6-ll) and (6-12)
Percentage error « X
(6- 13)
Substituting typical values of and L.^  (table 6,5)
into equation (6-I3) gives error values of 0.2/o, O.I/j and 0,5/j for 
the choroid; retina and solera respectively. These errors are 
negligible, lio edge diffusion could occur with the vitreous samples.
Table 6*5 Typical dimensions of the tissue samplea employed 
in the determination of the diffusion coefficient.
Sample Thickness
L^(cm)
Length
hgCcm)
Breadth
L^(cm)
Sclera 0.048 1.8 1.0
Choroid 0.020 1.4 1.0
Retina 0,#22 1.7 1.5
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Carbon Dioxide Response
7 0 1 Introduction
In the previous chapters the viability of the inert 
gas clearance method for measuring choroidal blood flow in rabbits 
and primates was demonstrated. In this chapter-the results of a 
study to determine the response of the choroidal blood flow in 
rabbits and baboons to changes in arterial carbon dioxide tension 
will be presented.
It is well known that the cerebral circulation increases 
with increasing arterial carbon dioxide tension, and vice versa,
(Kety and Schmidt, 19411 î Heivich, 1964),
Much less is k n o w  about the ocular circulation,
Spatler, Ten Sick and Rahas (1964) observed retinal vessel dilatation 
in dogs by one-third when the CO^ was increased to 70 mmHg, 
Tsaoopoulos and David (l973)> using a dye dilution technique in 
monl^eys, demonstrated an increase in retinal blood flow with 
increasing Bettinan and Fellows (1956) using labelled
erythrocytes found a marked and consistent increase in choroidal 
blood volume in cats on administration of 8-IO4 carbon dioxide 
into the inhalation mixtiroe. Trokel (1965) reported that the 
administration of carbon dioxide in albino rabbits increased both 
the choroidal blood volume and blood flow* Friedman and Chandra 
(1972), using oats, also noted an increase in choroidal blood flow 
with adminis1;ration of carbon dioxide. The purpose of this present 
study was to investigate the relation between choroidal blood fjow 
and arterial carbon dioxiûo tension in t’ne rabbit and criniate.
7.2
7.2 Rabbit litcneriments
7*2.1 libcperirnentai Method
Twelve albino rabbits weighing between 2-4 kS were 
used. The experimental arrangement was similar to that described 
in Chapter 3» The only difference was that the tracheostomy tube 
was connected to a Harvard small animal respirator. This allowed 
greater control of the arterial blood gas tensions. Muscle relax­
ation was maintained throughout each experiment with half-hourly 
injections of pancuronium bromide (o.Op - O.O4 mg/kg). Respiration 
was adjusted so that initial blood flow determinations were made 
at low levels of P CO . The concentration of carbon dioxide in the 
inspired air was increased in a stepwise manner and choroidal blood 
flow, P CO ; P, 0 and pH were measured If) minutes after each step 
increase.
7*2.2 Results
In 8 out of the 12 animals an increase in the arterial
carbon dioxide tension was followed by an increase of up to Ibmmlig
in the systemic arterial blood pressure. The direct effect of changes
in P C0_ on the choroidal blood flow was separated from the effect of 
a 2
increased arterial blood pressure by dividing the choroidal blood flow 
by the perfusion pressure. Perfusion pressure was taken as the mean 
systemic arterial blood pressure minus the intraocular pressure. This 
correction is valid if a linear relation exists between choroidal 
blood flow and perfusion pressure. Priechian (1970) in anaesthetised 
cats, and Aim and Bill (l9?2b; 1973) in cats and moniceys, have shown 
that such a relation exists.
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The response of the choroidal blood flow to increased
arterial carbon dioxide tension seemed to fall into three groups*
Figure 7 « i shows the results for two animals from each group. The 
error bars &t the low flow values in group 1 represent an estimate 
of the uncertainty of the measurement at such low flow values.
All the five animals of the first group had very low 
.levels of flow at low P CO , A rapid increase in flow occurred 
with increasing T’^ CO^. This was followed by a rapid decrease in 
flow at high P^CO^. The P^CO^ level at which flow decreased varied 
with each animal but occurred at a partial pressure of about 60 mrnlig,
The two animals of the second group had higher flow
values at low CO than the first group. An increase in flow
occurred with increasing P^CO^ up to levels over 100 mmbg. No 
decrease in flow was observed in these two animals at these very 
high levels of P^CO^.
The third group of five animals had very high flbw 
values at low levels of F^COg, Increasing P^OOg resulted in a 
decrease in flow in tîrcee animals and no change in flow in the 
other two.
Wilcoxin rank sum tests were applied to the values of 
systemic arterial blood pressure and P^O^ for each pair of groups 
in turn. No significant differences were found between any of the 
three groups (p ^ O.l).
7*3 Baboon .Experiments 
7.3.1 -xnerimeutal Method
Fxperimciits were performed on 6 baboons (pepeo 
hamadrias), each weighing approximately 12 kg. In this study both 
cerebral and choroidal blood flow ware measured. The cerebral
tn 10
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No. of on!mals : 5
Figure 7«1 Choroidal hlood flow / perfusion pressure versus
P^COg in the rabbit.
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blood flow was measured by monitoring the clearance of xenon-133 
from the brain. This v/as achieved by nlncing a collimated sodium 
iodide scintillation detector over the parietal region. The height 
over area method of analysis of the clearance curve was employed* 
(H^rdt-Rasmnssen; Sveingdottir, and Lassen, i960). The chorordal 
blood flow was determined using krypton -85,
The animals were sedated with phencyclidine (12 j;ig. i.m.) 
and anaesthetised wi.th sodium thiopentone (75'%/kf'. i.v.). Following 
endotracheal intubation anaesthesia was laaintained with 750 nrtrous 
oxide and 250 ox5rgon on open circuit. Supplementary doses of 
phencyclidine (2-4 n^g) and suxajuethonium (5O mg) were given every 
half hour. All animals were artificially respirated. Catheters were 
inserted into a femoral artery and vein for the measurement of mean 
arterial blood pressure, the withdrawal of arterial blood samples 
for the measurement of blood gases, and the infusion of saline. A 
further catheter was inserted into tlie lingual facial trunk. The 
remaining branches of the external carotid artery were ligated. Bolus 
injections of xenon-153 and Iccypton -85, dissolved in saline, were 
made via this catheter into the internal carotid artex-y. The 
ipsilateral temporalis muscle and scalp were reflected to avoid 
extracrania1 sources of radiation.
Respiration was adjusted so that initial flow values 
were obtained at a P^CO^ of around fOmmng. Step increases in 
arterial carbon dioxide tension were produced by introducing carbon 
dioxide into the inspired gas mixture. Choroidal and cerebral blood 
flow were measured sequentially at each level of P 00» ,
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7 « 5 <• 2 Results
In this study a total of 6 measurements of choroidal
hlood flow wore obtained within limits of P^ OO^  (59 ;i; 1.5 nirallg,
mean + land.), P^O^ (92 + "( minHg) ? ond mean systemic arterial
blood pressure (94 t 12 mm.Hg) * The mean control value of the
choroidal blood flow in the baboon from this limited data was
465 t 44ml/l00g /min. (mean t 1 s.d,). The corresponding value
for the cerebral blood flow was 46 t 5 ml/lOOg/min*
A total of 36 measurements of cerebral blood flow and
25 measurements of choroidal blood flow were made at various levels
of P CO • Within the range of P GO investigated both circulations 
8, d a ci
increased linearly with increasing arterial carbon dioxide tension 
(figure 7«2a,b). The percentage increases in blood flow per mmHg
rise in P^CO^ were 5*65 (mmllg)  ^and 5.52 (ramlig) for the cerebral 
and choroidal circulations respectively. The blood flow at a P^CO^ 
of 4c nimHg was taken as the control value.
7.4 Discussion
The explanation of the variable response of the rabbit 
choroidal circulation to Increasing arterial carbon dioxide tension 
is not clear. The very high flow values occurring at low levels of 
P^CO^ in the third group lie outwith the previously determined control 
values (chapter 5)» These high flow values and the variable response 
of the choroidal circulation may be the result of a number of different 
factors such as individual variations in the response to surgical 
trauma or anaesthetic a;,onto. However, it is of interest that the 
maximimi flow values of the first two ^,roups do not exceed tlie initial 
high values in the third group. This suggests that these values Liay 
represent a state of Dicximal dilatal.ion of the choroids! vessels. If 
this he >>''■ j'ts-.-j.'i— -- -
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Figure 7*2 Percentage change in hlood flow versus P^COg in 
the baboon•
(a ) Choroidal blood flow
(b ) Cerebral blood flow
Blood flow at P CO^ =» 40iranHg taken as control value*
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The decrease in flow at high levels of P^CO^ in group 
1 did not occur in group 2* In group 1 the P^CO^ was raised slowly 
to very high levels. In group 2 only one determination of flow was 
made at each level of P^GO^ as compEired with tivo dotermiilations in 
groups one and three. This resulted in a relatively more rapid 
rise in P^CO^ levels in group 2. The decrease in flow occurring in 
groups 1 and p may therefore he due to the effect of prolonged, severe 
hypercapnie*
The response of the choroidal hlood flow to increasing 
arterial carbon dioxide tension was uniform in the 6 baboons studied. 
The very similar responses of the choroidal and cerebral circulations 
is further evidence that the tv/o circulations behave in a similar 
manner (Porsaa, 1941)*
The physiological mechanism by which changes in arterial 
carbon dioxide tension, affect the various circulations is not fully 
understood. It has been suggested that the response is the results 
of the conversion of carbon dioxide by the enayme carbonic anhydrase 
into hydrogen ions which acts directly on the arteriolar smooth 
muscle, producing a change in vascular volume (v/ahl, heetjcn, Thurauj 
Ingvar and Lassen, 1970)*
8,1
Chapter 8
Conclusions
The purpose of this project was to investigate the feasibility 
of applying the radioactive inert gaS clearance method to the 
measurement of choroidal blood flow in experimental animals. In a 
homogeneously perfused organ the clearance of a radioactive inert 
gas is monoexponential and the blood flow is related to the expon­
ential rate constant. However, the eye is not a homogeneously perfused 
organ. It is therefore unrealistic to expect the simple theory and 
method of analysis described in Chapter 2 to be applicable. Experiments 
described in Chapter 3 showed that the clearance of radioactive krypton 
from rabbit ocular tissue is not monoexponential.
The main aim of this thesis was thus to find an explanation for 
the complex nature of the washout curve and to determine which component 
of the curve, if any, was a measure of choroidal blood flow.
Theoretical washout curves were predicted by studying the diffusion 
of 1erypton in ocular tissue for comparison with the experimental data. 
Initially a model of diffusion based on the ansitomy of the rabbit eye 
was developed (Chapter T), The results from this model showed good 
agreement with experimental data and showed that the experimental wash­
out curves can be explained .ui terms of simple diffusion. In particular 
it v/as shown that for choroidal blood flows greater than 300ml/l00g/min. 
the exponential rate constant of the initial decline of the washout curve 
is an accurate measurement of choroidal blood flow. The subsequent 
decline in radioactivity was shown to be dependent on diffusion within 
the- ocular tissue» At low flow values (i., c, "x pCOrnl/lOOg^min) tlie
8,2
initial slope of the washout curve is partially dependent on diffusion.
The results of a model whose struoutre v/as based on the anatomy
of the baboon eye which has both retinal and choroidal circulations, 
indicated that the initial slope of the clearance of krypton accurately 
measures choroidal blood flow within the range 400 to 800 ml/lOOg/min.
No relation was evident between the retinal blood flow and any component 
of the washout curve.
It has also been shown (section 5*8,7) that the initial slope of 
predicted curves derived from a model based on the anatomy of the 
human eye is a measure of choroidal blood flow. However, this is only
valid for a bolus arrival of krypton at the eye (sections 5*5 and 5*8,6),
This requires arterial injection of the radioisotope close to the eye, 
e,g, the carotid artery. This would not normally be feasible in the 
clinical situation for ethical reasons. Thus, the use of the inert gas 
clearance method will be restricted to experimental animals.
The mean control values of choroidal blood flow obtained in the 
studies described in this thesis were 920 and 480 ml/lOOg/'^min, for the 
rabbit and baboon respectively. Two points of interest are apparent 
from these values, Firstly, they represent just about the highest blood
flow found in any organ in either animals. Secondly, the choroidal blood
flow in the rabbit (which has only a choroidal circulation) is 
approximately twice that in the baboon.
If the assumption is made that the difference in blood flows is 
not duo to specialised retinal function, it is interesting to speculate 
on the reason for the high blood flow.
Light falling on the retina is converted into a neural signal in
the photoreceptors. These are in close rromlxity to the choroidal
circulation. If tlie high choroidal blood flow exists to dispel heat
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generated or remove waste products arising from the light conversion, 
this does not explain the difference in choroidal blood flow in the 
rabbit ;md baboon. Further information could be obtained by investig­
ating what happens, if anything, to the choroidal blood flow on 
changing from light to dark adaptation. It would also be interesting 
to compare the choroidal blood flow in eyes which have a pecten with 
those which do not, since it is thought that the pecten regulates the 
temperature in the eye (Bacsich, Chisholm and Gellert, 1966),
On the other hand if the high blood flow is necessary to supply 
the relatively avascular retina with nutrients, this would explain the 
difference between the rabbit and baboon. The choroidal circulation 
in the rabbit has to supply the whole retina, whereas in the baboon it 
has to supply only the outer -|rds of the retina» In both animals the 
choroidal circulation nourishes the lü.ghly metabolic photoreceptors. It 
would be interesting to iuiov; whether or not the choroidal blood flow 
responds to changes in intensity of light falling on the retina.
Obviously, the assumption regarding the choroidal blood flow in 
the rabbit and baboon can be only tentative.
However, the radioactive inert gas clearance method, despite being 
limited in application to experimental animals, should be a useful tool 
in answering some of these questions. Although there is difficulty in 
extrapolating from animals to man, this method should also be useful 
in studying the effects of changes in physiological parameters, e.g. the 
effect of increased intraocular pressure, on the choroidal blood flow and 
in evaluating the response of the choroidal circulation to various drugs. 
For example, the affect of acotacolamlde (biamox) on choroidal blood flow 
is currently being investigated.
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Q X' "3(' X' X"K "K*‘K"Jf‘X"'X‘*X- X -X 4( X X- ^  *X- X**K K dt" ‘M"'K')t-X 'X"X X X *X
C ***** PROGRAM SOLVES DIFFUSION EdJATIONS FOR OCULAR MODEL «*** 
C ***** V/ITII BLOOD FLOW TERM *** SEMI INFINITE VITREOUS ******** 
C ***** N=l, M IS SIZE OF ARRAY ALONG X AXIS x****************** 
G ***** TSÏEP = TIME INTERVAL, DSTEP = DISTANCE INTERVAL ******* 
C ***** DO = DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT OF MEDIUM 0 *****************
C ***** D1 = DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT OF MEDIUM 1 **x*x*********x**
C ***** 1)2 == DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT OF MEDIUM 2 *****************
C ***** Û5 = DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 0]'' MEDIUM 5 **************x**
C ***** MM IS BOUNDARY BETWEEN MEDIUM 0 AND MEDIUM 1 **x**x*****
C ***** 11 IS BOUNDARY BETWEEN MEDIUM 1 AND MEDIUM 2 ***********
C ***** III IS BOUNDARY BETWEEN MEDIUM 2 AND MEDIUM 3 ********** 
C ***** FI IS THE BLOOD FLOW TERM FOR THE CHOROID **************
C ***** F2 IS THE BLOOD FLOW TERM FOR THE RETINA ***************
C ***** ABS IS THE LINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT ***************
DIIMENSION CONl(999),C0N2(999)
READ (5,3) N,M
READ (5,4) TSTEP,DSTEP,DO,D1,D2,D3 
READ (5,5) MM,II,III 
READ (5,14) ABS
READ (5,42) SOLO,SOLI,SOL2,SOL5 
READ (5,6) P1,F2 
FORMAT (11,13)
FORMAT (2F6.4)
FORMAT (2F5.3,4E9.3)
FORMAT (312)
FORM/BI (F0.3)
FORMAT (4F6.4)
5
6
4
5
14 
42
C ***** INITIAL VALUES OF PARTIAL PRESSURE **********************
fDO 29 i-iai
29
27
28 
50
CONI(I) = 0,0 
DO 27 1-12,34 
CONl(l) 1000.0 
DO 28 1=15,999 
CONl(l) = 0.0 
DO 30 1=16,18 
CONl(I) = 1000.0
0 *********************%***************************************** 
FFl = Fl/TSTEP 
FP2 = F2/TST2P 
WRITE (6,7) N,M
WRITE (6,8) TSTEP,DSTEP,DO,D1,D2;D3 
WRITE (6,43) SOLO,SOLI,S0L2,30L3 
WRITE (6,9) MM,II,III 
WRITE (6,12) FF1,FP2 
WRITE (6,19) ABS
7 FORMAT (5H N = ,I1,5X,5H M « ,13)
8 FORMAT (9K TSTEP = .,F6,3,5H(SEC),/,9H DSTEP = ,F6.3,4H(CM),
l/,6H DO = ,E9.3,11%(CM**2/SEC),/,6H D1 = ,E9.3,11H(CM»*2/SEC 
2),/,6H D2 = ,E9.3,11H(CM**2/SEC),/,6H D3 = ,E9.3,11H(CM**2/S 
3%c))
FORMAT (22h SOLUBILITY MEDIA 0 = ,Fo, 3,/, 38X,4H1 = ,P6M3f//' 
18X,4H2 = ,F6.3,/,1&X,4H3 = ,F6.3)
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9 FORMAT (6H m m = ,I2,3X,6H II = ,I2,3X,7H III = ,12)
12 FORMAT (6H FI = ,F6.4,6H F2 = .F6.4)
19 FORMAT (7H ABo = ,F6.3,6H(CM-l))
PO = DSTEP**2/(TSTEP*D0)
■P1 = DSTEP*-*2/(TSTEP*Dl )
P2 = D8TEP**2/(TSTEP*D2)
P3 = D8TEP**2/(TSTEP*D3)
RO = TSTEP*D0/DSTRP**2 
HI = TSTEP*Dl/DSTEP**2 
R2 = TSTEP-i^ -Rp/DSTEP^ -x-p 
R3 = TSTEP-«-D5/DSTEP^"*2 
J = M - 1 
JJ = IT - 1 
JJJ ^ III - 1 
JJJJ K= MM 1 
L = N * 1
Q ***************************************************************
C ***** XRIST = DISTANCE (CM) OF PT. IN NETWORK FROM DETECTOR ***
C •K-x-x-M-K- XDISO = DIST. OF BOUNDARY BETK'EEN MEDIA 0 & MEDIA 1 *****
C ***** XDISl = DIST. OF BOUNDARY BETWEEN MEDIA 1 & MEDIA 2 *****
C ***** XDIS2 » DIST, OF BOUNDARY BETWEEN MEDIA 2 & MEDIA 5 *****
G ***** XDXSE = DIST. OF END POINT OF NETWORK
C ***** CORR = CORRECTION FOR DETIOTOR EFFICIENCY *************** 
C ***** CORO = CORR FOR BOUNDARY 0 & 1 **************************
C ***** CORI = CORR FOR BOUNDARY 1 oc 2 **************************
C * * * * *  C0R2 = CORR FOR BOUNDARY 2 & 3 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C ***** GORE = CORR FOR END POINT *******************************
C ***** CCW = CORRECTED CONCENTRATION **************************
C ***** TCON = SUMMATION OF CONC. OVER ALL PIS. OF NETWORK ******
C ***** TCCN = TCON WITH DETECTOR EFFICIENCY TERM **************
C *****************-X****K-*****-X-*****************^<-*-X-**-K***********
XDISO = DSTEP*(MM-l)
XDISl = DSTEP*(II-1)
XDIS2 = DSTEP*(III-1)
XDISE = DSTEP*(M"l)
CORO = EXP(-(ABS*XDISO))
CORI = EXP(-(ABS*XDISl))
C0R2 = EXP(-(ABS*XDIS2))
CORE = EXP(-(AB3*XDISE))
TT = 0.0 
KK = 0 
NN = 0 
NNN = 0 
40 TCON = 0.0 
TCCN = 0.0 
m  = NN + 1 
NNN = NNN + 1
C ***** MEDIA 0 CALCULATIONS ************************************ 
DO 77 I-=L,JJJJ
C0N2 (I ) = ( ( 1,0- (2. 0*R0) )*C0N1 (I ) +R0*(CONl ( 14-1 )+CON 1 ( I-l ) ) 
1)
C0N2(l) V-* S0L0*C0N2(l)
TCON w TCON -f C0N2(l)
XDIST = DSTEP^(l-l)
CORR » EXr("(ABS*XDIST))
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GGN C0RR«-C0N2(T)
TCCN TCCN + CCN 
C0N2(l) G0N2(l)/S0L0
77 CONTINUE
0 ***** MEDIA J. CALCULATIONS ****-x***X"K*******-k-****************** 
LLLL = MM I 1 
DO 17 I=LLLL,JJ
COM2 ( I ) = ( 1 e0- ( 2 „ O^ -Hl ) )*C0M1 ( X (COMl ( 1*1 ) +C0M1 ( I-l ) )
- ■ C0N2(l) = 80L1*C0M2(I)
TCON = TCON * C0N2(1)
XDIST = DSTEP*(I-1)
CORR *= EXP(-(ABS*XDIST))
CCN = C0RR*C0N2(l)
TCCN = TCCN * CON 
G0N2(l) = C0N2(I)/S0L1 
17 CONTINUE
C ***** med ia 2 CALCULATIONS ***%#******************************* 
LL II +' 1 
DO 20 I=LL,JJJ
COM2 (I) = (l.0-(2.0*R2 ) ) *C0N1 ( I )+R2*(C0Nl ( I-i-l )*C0N1 (l-l)) 
C0N2(l) = S0L2*C0N2(l)
TCON = TCON * C0K2(l)
XDIST = DSTEP*(l-l)
CORR = EXP(-(ABS*XDIST))
CCN = C0RR*C0N2(l)
TCCN = TCCN + CCN 
C0N2(l) = C0N2(l)/S0L2 
20 CONTINUE
C ***** I'IEDIA 5 CALCULATIONS ************************************ 
LLL = III * 1 
DO 60 I«LLL,J
C0N2(I) = (l,0-(2.0%R3))*C0Ml(l)+R3*(C0Nl(l+l)iC0Nl(l-l))
C0N2(l) = S0L3*G0N2(l)
TCON « TCON + COM2(I)
XDIST = DSTEP*(I-1)
CORR = EXP(-(ABS*XDIST))
CCN « C0RR*C0N2(l)
TCCN = TCCN + CCN 
C0N2(l) •-= C0N2(l)/S0L5 
60 CONTINUE
C ***** CALC. OF BOUNDARY VALUE BETWEEN MEDIA 1 & MEDIA 0 ******* 
COM2(MM) = (Dl*C0N2(MM+l)+D0*C0N2(MM-l)/(D0*Dl)
C0N2(MM) = S0L0*C0N2(MM)
C ***** CALC. OF BOUNDARY VALUE BETWEEN MEDIA 1 & MEDIA 2 ****** 
C0N2(II) = (D2*C0N2(II+1)+D1*C0N2(II-1)/(D1+D2)
C0N2(II) = S0L1*G0N2(II)
C ***** CALC. OF BOUNDARY VALUE BETWEEN MEDIA 2 & MEDIA 3 *****
C0N2(III) = (D3*C0N2(III+1)+D2*C0N2(III~1)/(D2+D3) 
C0N2(III) = S0L2*C0N2(III)
C ***** CALC. (EXTRAPOLATION) OF FIRST POINT OF NETWORK ********* 
C0N2(]) = (C0N2(2)*S0L0)+((C0N2(2)*S0L0)-C0N2(3)*S0L0)/2.0 
C ***** CONDITION ~ 1ST POINT CANNOT BE NEGATIVE **************** 
IF (C0N2(l)-0,0) 38,48,48 
38 C0K2(3) = 0.0
C ***** CALC. (EXTRAPOLATION) OF END POINT OF NEIWORK ******&**** 
48 C0N2(999) = (C0N2(998)*S0L3)+((C0N2(99ü)*S0L3)-C0N2(9?7)*
lS0L3)/2.0
C ***** CONDITION - END POINT CANNOT BE NEGATIVE 
IF (C0N2(999)-0.0) 58,37,57 
58 C0K2(999) = 0,0
i'uifJ'UAW IV PAGE 004
57 TCON = TCON-fCON2(X)+CON2(i;c)+CON2(3:il)4-CON2(MM)-K;ON2(999)
CGNO .= C0R0*C0N2(MM)
CCNT = COR1*CON2(II)
CCW2 r. C0H2«C0N2(III)
GONE = CORE*CON2(999)
TCCN = TCCN -f C0N2(l) f CCNO -I- CCNI + CCN2 + CCNE
C0N2(l) = C0N2(l)/S0L0
C0N2(MM) = G0N2(MM)/S0L0
G0N2(ll) = C0N2(II)/S0L1
C0N2(III) = C0N2(III)/S0L2
C0N2(999) - CON2(999)/s oL5
KK = KK -f 1
TT TT -h TSTEP
C ***** PARTIAL PRESSURE OUTPUT CONDITIONS *********************** 
IP (NN-500) 61,59,61 
59 WRITE (6,15) (C0N2(I),M,J)
15 FORMAT (143(3%,7E14.6,/))
61 CONTINUE
IF (TT-5,0) 89,89,85 
85 IP (KX-4) 88,84,84
84 IF  (TT-100.0) 89,89,83
83 IP (NNN-200) 88,89,89
89 WRITE (6,13) TTjTCON
13 FORMAT (8H TIME =,P8,3,6H(SEGS),/,GH TCON = ,E14*6)
WRITE (6,24) TCCN 
24 FORMAT (8H TCCN « ,814.6,/)
KK ci 0 
NNN = 0 
88 CONTINUE
C ***** REMOVAL OP KRYPTON BY CHOROIDAL BLOOD PLOW *************** 
DO 70 1=12,14
70 C0N2(l) = C0N2(l) - Fl*C0N2(l)
C ***** REMOVAL OP KRYPTON BY RETINAL BLOOD PLOW ***************** 
DO 71 1=16,18
71 C0N2(l) =• C0N2(l) - P2*CON2(l)
DO 50 1=1,M
50 CONl(I) = C0N2(l)
Q *##*# INJECTION FUNCTION ************************************%*# 
IF (TT-0,0) 91,91,90
91 DO 92 1^10,12
92 CONl(l) = 1000.0
90 IP (TT.900.0) 40,33,33
33 WRITE (6,21) P0,P1,P2,P3
21 FORMAT (IH ,/,6U PO = ,812.5,/,6% PI = ,812.5,/,6% P2 = ,81
12.5,/f6H P3 « ,812.5)
STOP
END
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